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1 Introduction

Zeta functions of nilpotent groups. For a finitely generated group G, the number
an(G) of subgroups of G of index n is finite for all n > 1. Suppose that G is torsion-free
and nilpotent. A powerful tool to analyse the arithmetic properties of the sequence
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a1(G), a2(G), . . . is the subgroup zeta function of G introduced by Grunewald, Segal,
and Smith [27]. It is given by the Dirichlet series ζG(s) =

∑∞
n=1 an(G)n−s which defines

an analytic function in some complex right half-plane. As a consequence of nilpotency,
ζG(s) admits an Euler product decomposition ζG(s) =

∏
p ζG,p(s) into local factors

ζG,p(s) =
∑∞

d=0 apd(G) · p−ds indexed by primes p, see [27, Prop. 1.3]. A much deeper
fact [27, Thm 1] is that each ζG,p(s) is a rational function in p−s over Q. By considerably
advancing the techniques pioneered in [27], du Sautoy and Grunewald [20, Thm 1.1(1)]
derived a fundamental result on nilpotent groups: the degree of polynomial subgroup
growth of G, a priori a positive real number, is in fact rational. Their proof using zeta
functions constitutes a crucial step in the development of the theory of zeta functions of
groups and rings as a subject of independent interest.

Zeta functions of groups, rings, and modules. Two key insights of [27], some details
of which we will recall in §2, have been central to subsequent developments in the theory
of zeta functions of nilpotent groups. First, the enumeration of subgroups of such a group
is essentially reduced, via linearisation, to the enumeration of subrings of an associated
nilpotent Lie ring. Second, the corresponding local subring zeta functions ζL,p(s) of
such a ring L admit explicit expressions in terms of p-adic integrals, thus rendering the
subject amenable to a range of powerful techniques from arithmetic geometry and model
theory, in particular. By invoking a result of Denef on the rationality of certain definable
integrals, the first major result [27, Thm 3.5] in this direction is that each ζL,p(s) is
rational in p−s over Q. As it turns out, many fundamental properties of ζL,p(s) remain
intact when the requirement that L be a nilpotent Lie ring is relaxed whence the study
of zeta functions of possibly non-associative rings evolved into an area of its own.
As we will explain in §2, the above framework also accommodates Solomon’s zeta

functions [47] enumerating submodules associated with integral representations; see [8]
for applications of p-adic integration in this context. Finally, we note that the theory of
representation growth, a presently very active branch of asymptotic group theory (see
e.g. [1]), incorporates much of the machinery alluded to above.

Igusa’s local zeta function. Following the introduction of techniques from p-adic in-
tegration, subsequent major advances in the theory of zeta functions of groups and
rings, for example [20, 53], drew heavily upon results surrounding Igusa’s local zeta
function. We refer to [15,42] for introductions to the area. Write Zp for the ring of p-adic
integers. In its simplest incarnation, Igusa’s local zeta function Zf,p(s) associated with a
polynomial f ∈ Zp[X1, . . . , Xn] is given by Zf,p(s) =

∫
Znp
|f(x)|s dµ(x), where | · | denotes

the usual p-adic absolute value, µ is the additive Haar measure on Znp with µ(Znp ) = 1,
and s ∈ C satisfies Re(s) > 0. Igusa’a local zeta function Zf,p(s) enumerates solutions of
congruences f(x) ≡ 0 mod pd via

1− p−sZf,p(s)
1− p−s

=
∞∑
d=0

#{x̄ ∈ (Z/pd)n : f(x̄) ≡ 0 mod pd} · p−(s+n)d.
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Igusa proved (see [29, Thm 8.2.1]) that Zf,p(s) is always rational in p−s over Q. For
a polynomial f ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn], we may consider Zf,p(s) for all primes p. Denef [13]
gave a formula for Zf,p(s) that, in particular, explains the dependence on the prime p. A
fundamental insight of his was that Zf,p(s) can, for almost all p, be expressed explicitly
in terms of an embedded resolution of singularities of Spec(Q[X1, . . . , Xn]/f) ⊂ An

Q.
It is evident from Igusa’s rationality result what it means to compute Zf,p(s). The

existence of algorithms for resolution of singularities in characteristic zero [5, 52] implies
that Denef’s approach can, at least in principle, be used to carry out such computations.
However, the rather unfavourable complexity estimates of known algorithms for resolving
singularities (cf. [4]) as well as practical experience show that this approach is only useful
in very small dimensions—in fact, often only for n 6 3.

Among the more practically-minded methods for computing Zf,p(s), a central place is
taken by “toroidal” ones that, under suitable non-degeneracy assumptions, yield explicit
formulae for Zf,p(s) in terms of the Newton polytope (or Newton polyhedron) of f ; see
[16, 51] and the references in §4.4. Such methods go back to work of Khovanskii [33] and
others [37,49] on “toroidal compactifications” of complex varieties. These results have
been a major source of inspiration for the work described in the present article.

Results I: non-degenerate p-adic integrals. In Sections 3–4, we study multivariate
local zeta functions defined by p-adic integrals attached to globally defined collections of
polynomials. The rather general class of integrals that we consider specialises to local
subring, subgroup, and submodule zeta functions as well as to various Igusa-type zeta
functions. Our main result (Theorem 4.10) is an explicit convex-geometric formula for the
aforementioned integrals under non-degeneracy assumptions of the defining polynomials
with respect to their Newton polytopes. When applied in the context of Igusa-type zeta
functions, our formula generalises a result of Denef and Hoornaert [16] and provides an
alternative to work of Veys and Zúñiga-Galindo [51]. To the author’s knowledge, our
formula is the first of its kind that applies to subring and submodule zeta functions.

Topological zeta functions. The topological zeta function Zf,top(s) ∈ Q(s) asso-
ciated with a polynomial f ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn] was introduced by Denef and Loeser [17].
It can be thought of as a limit “p → 1” of the local zeta functions Zf,p(s) from above.
For example, it is easy to see that ZX,p(s) =

∫
Zp
|x|s dµ(x) = 1−p−1

1−p−s−1 . Informally, we
obtain ZX,top(s) as the constant term of ZX,p(s), expanded as a series in p− 1. In our
example, disregarding questions of convergence, using the binomial series, we find that
ZX,p(s) = 1/(s+1)+O(p−1) whence ZX,top(s) = 1/(s+1). While our informal approach
fails to be rigorous in a number of ways, the results of [17] serve to fill these gaps. Using
a different approach, Denef and Loeser [18] later obtained Zf,top(s) as a specialisation
of the motivic zeta function associated with f , another invention of theirs. As already
observed in [17], topological zeta functions associated with polynomials retain interesting
properties of their more complicated p-adic ancestors. At the same time, they tend to
be more amenable to computations. Important contributions to their study have, in
particular, been made by Veys and his collaborators, see e.g. [38, 39,50].
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In [21], du Sautoy and Loeser introduced motivic subalgebra zeta functions. As a
by-product, they defined associated topological zeta functions and gave a number of
examples in cases where the motivic zeta function has been computed. Informally, if L is a
possibly non-associative ring of additive rank d, then its topological subring zeta function
ζL,top(s) is the constant term of (1 − p−1)dζL,p(s) as a series in p − 1. For instance,
if (Zd, 0) denotes Zd endowed with the zero multiplication, then, as is well-known,
ζ(Zd,0),p(s) = ζp(s)ζp(s − 1) · · · ζp(s − (d − 1)), where ζp(s) = 1/(1 − p−s) is the p-local
factor of the Riemann zeta function. We thus expect ζ(Zd,0),top(s) = 1

s(s−1)···(s−(d−1))

which is indeed the case using the definition of ζL,top(s) given in the present article (but
see Remark 5.18). For a rigorous treatment, in §5, we give a self-contained introduction
to topological zeta functions, including those arising from the enumeration of subrings,
based on the original approach from [17].

Results II: computing topological zeta functions. In §6, we continue our investigation
of the p-adic integrals in §4 from the point of view of topological zeta functions. As our
main result (Theorem 6.7), we give explicit and purely combinatorial formulae for the
topological zeta functions associated with our integrals under non-degeneracy conditions.

In §7, we illustrate our formulae by explicitly computing examples of zeta functions of
groups, rings, and modules, old and new. While such computations can be carried out by
hand in small cases, the true strength of our approach (the topological part, in particular)
lies in its machine-friendly form. Indeed, based on Theorem 6.7, the author has developed
a practical method for computing topological zeta functions associated with nilpotent
groups, not necessarily associative rings, modules, as well as various Igusa-type zeta
functions under non-degeneracy assumptions. A detailed account of the computational
techniques and extensions needed to transform the present theoretical work into such a
practical method is given in [44]. As an illustration, our method allows us to compute the
previously unknown topological subring zeta function of the nilpotent Lie ring Fil4, see
(7.8). In contrast, according to [24, §2.13], the p-adic subring zeta functions of Fil4 have
so far resisted “repeated efforts” to compute them. As explained in §7.3, this particular
example concludes the determination of the topological subgroup zeta functions of all
nilpotent groups of Hirsch length at most 5.
Based on considerable experimental evidence, in §8, we state a number of intriguing

conjectures. It would seem that some of these conjectures are in fact topological shadows
of conjectural properties of p-adic zeta functions that went previously unnoticed. For
example, if L is a nilpotent Lie ring of additive rank d, then Conjecture IV predicts
that the meromorphic continuations of ζL,p(s) and ζ(Zd,0),p(s) (where (Zd, 0) denotes Zd

endowed with the zero multiplication) agree at s = 0 in the sense that ζL,p(s)
ζ
(Zd,0),p

(s)

∣∣∣
s=0

= 1.
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topological zeta functions.

Notation

We let “⊂” signify not necessarily proper inclusion. The cardinality of a set A is denoted
by #A or |A|. We write N = {1, 2, . . . } and N0 = N ∪ {0}. The ideal generated by a
set or family S within a given ambient ring is denoted by 〈S〉. For a family f = (fi)i∈I
of polynomials, we write f(x) =

(
fi(x)

)
i∈I and similarly for sets of polynomials. We

often write 1 = (1, . . . , 1). Base change is usually denoted using subscripts. We let
Tn = Spec

(
Z[λ±1

1 , . . . , λ±1
n ]
)
and we identify Tn(R) = (R×)n. Given a valuation ν on a

field K, we write ν(x) = (ν(x1), . . . , ν(xn)) for x ∈ Kn.

2 Global and local zeta functions of algebras and modules

In this section, we elaborate on the relationship between local zeta functions of groups
and rings and p-adic integration.

2.1 Subalgebra and submodule zeta functions

Let R be the ring of integers in a global or a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic
zero. We consider slight generalisations of subring [27] and submodule [47] zeta functions.

Definition 2.1.

(i) Let A be a not necessarily associative R-algebra. Suppose that the underlying
R-module of A is free of finite rank. The subalgebra zeta function of A is

ζA(s) =
∞∑
n=1

#{U : U is an R-subalgebra of A with |A : U| = n} ·n−s,

where |A : U| denotes the cardinality of the R-module A/U .

(ii) Let M be a free R-module of finite rank and let E be a subalgebra of the associative
R-algebra EndR(M). The submodule zeta function of E acting on M is

ζEyM (s) =
∞∑
n=1

#{U : U is an (E+R1M )-submodule of M with |M :U | = n} ·n−s.
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Remark 2.2.

(i) The subalgebra zeta function specialises to the global (R = Z) and local (R = Zp)
subring zeta functions from [27, §3]. If R = Z and E ⊗Q is semisimple over Q, then
ζEyM (s) is the zeta function introduced by Solomon in [47]; it admits an Euler
factorisation and E ⊗ Zp acting on M ⊗ Zp gives rise to its local factors.

(ii) The ideal zeta function

ζ/A(s) :=
∞∑
n=1

#{U /A : |A : U| = n} ·n−s

of A defined in [27, §3] (for R = Z), itself a generalisation of the Dedekind zeta
function of a number field, is an instance of a submodule zeta function—indeed,
ζ/A(s) = ζEyA(s) where E is the algebra generated by all R-module endomorphisms
x 7→ ax and x 7→ xa of A.

(iii) Since the number of all R-submodules of Rd of index n is bounded polynomially
as a function of n, each of the formal Dirichlet series above defines an analytic
function in some complex right half-plane, a property that is in fact enjoyed by a
much larger class of rings R, see [45].

By a prime of a number field, we always mean a non-zero prime ideal of its ring
of integers. Using primary decomposition over Dedekind domains, the Euler product
factorisations in [27,47] take the following form in the present setting.

Lemma 2.3. Let o be the ring of integers of a number field k. Let A, M , and E
be as in Definition 2.1 with R = o. Then ζA(s) =

∏
p ζA⊗oop(s) and ζEyM (s) =∏

p ζE⊗oopyM⊗oop(s), the products being taken over the primes of k. �

Here, op denotes the completion of the localisation of o at p or, equivalently, the
valuation ring of the p-adic completion kp of k, and we regarded A⊗o op and E ⊗o op as
op-algebras and M ⊗o op as an op-module.

2.2 Zeta functions of nilpotent groups: linearisation

The normal subgroup zeta function ζ/G(s) of a finitely generated torsion-free nilpo-
tent group G is defined similar to ζG(s) from the introduction by enumerating normal
subgroups of finite index of G. The function ζ/G(s) shares many properties with ζG(s), in
particular the existence of canonical Euler products and rationality of local factors.

Theorem 2.4 ([27, §4]). Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group and
let L(G) be the nilpotent Q-Lie algebra attached to G via the Mal’cev correspondence. Let
L ⊂ L(G) be an arbitrary Lie subalgebra over Z which is finitely generated as a Z-module
and which spans L(G) over Q. Then ζG,p(s) = ζL,p(s) and ζ/G,p(s) = ζ/L,p(s) for almost
all primes p.
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Throughout this article, we will ignore finite sets of exceptional primes. From our
point of view, the study of local zeta functions of nilpotent groups is thus subsumed by
the cases of algebras and modules. Passing from nilpotent groups to Z-algebras allows us
to perform base changes to finite extensions of Z and Zp. This entirely natural operation
on the level of algebras and modules will play a central role throughout this article.

2.3 Local zeta functions and P-adic integration

The following notational conventions will be used at various points in this article.

Notation 2.5. For a non-Archimedean local field K, let O be the valuation ring and q
be the residue field size of K. Let P be the maximal ideal of O. Choose a uniformiser π
and let ν be the valuation on K with ν(π) = 1. Let | · | be the absolute value on K with
|x| = q−ν(x). For a non-empty set or family M ⊂ K, we write ‖M‖ = sup(|x| : x ∈M).
Let µ be the Haar measure on K normalised such that µ (O) = 1; we use the same
symbol to denote the product measure on Kn.

We often use subscripts to denote base change. Let Trd(R) be the ring of upper
triangular d× d-matrices over a ring R.

Theorem 2.6 ([20, §5]). Let k be a number field with ring of integers o.

(i) Let A be a not necessarily associative o-algebra which is free of rank d as an o-
module. Then there exists a finite family f = (fi)i∈I of non-zero Laurent polynomials
fi ∈ o[X±1

ij : 1 6 i 6 j 6 d] with the following property: if K ⊃ k is a p-adic field,
then

ζAO
(s) = (1− q−1)−d

∫
{x∈Trd(O) :

∏
16i6j6d

xij 6=0, ‖f(x)‖61}

|x11|s−1 · · · |xdd|s−d dµ(x),

(2.1)
where we identified Trd(K) ≈ K(d+1

2 ) and followed the conventions in Notation 2.5.

(ii) Let E be an associative o-subalgebra of Endo(M), where M is a free o-module of
rank d. Then there are Laurent polynomials as in (i) (but usually different from
those) such that the conclusion of (i) holds for ζEOyMO

(s) in place of ζAO
(s).

Remark 2.7.

(i) Strictly speaking, the proof given in [20] (which relies on [27, Prop. 3.1]) only covers
the case that A is a Lie ring over Z and K = Qp; however, the same arguments
carry over, essentially verbatim, to the present setting.

(ii) For the benefit of the reader who wishes to work through the explicit examples in §7,
we recall how to find a suitable f in (i), part (ii) being similar. Thus, by choosing a
basis, we may identify A and od as o-modules. Let R := o[Xij : 1 6 i 6 j 6 d] and
let C := [Xij ]i6j ∈ Trd(R) with rows C1, . . . , Cd. Now let f consist of all non-zero
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components of all d-tuples det(C)−1(CmCn) adj(C) for 1 6 m,n 6 d, where the
products CmCn are taken in AR and adj(C) denotes the adjugate matrix of C.
We note that f in general very much depends on our choice of an o-basis of A.
Moreover, the description of f given here is often highly redundant. For actual
computations such as those in §7, we tacitly apply some elementary simplifications.

Keeping the notation of Theorem 2.6, by adapting and extending a result due to Denef
[13, Thm 3.1], du Sautoy and Grunewald [20, §§2–3] (see also §5.4) derived an explicit
formula for ζAO

(s) or ζEOyMO
(s), respectively, in terms of numerical data extracted from

an embedded resolution of singularities. As in the case of Igusa’s local zeta function,
this approach is primarily of theoretical interest due to the infeasibility of constructing
a resolution of singularities in practice. Our first major goal, to be accomplished in
Theorem 4.10, is to find more practical means of computing integrals such as those in
Theorem 2.6 under suitable non-degeneracy assumptions.

3 Zeta functions associated with cones and polytopes

Let K be a p-adic field with associated objects as in Notation 2.5. For a polytope
P ⊂ Rn and x ∈ (K×)n, we write P(x) = {xα : α ∈ P ∩ Zn}, where xα = xα1

1 · · ·x
αn
n .

For x ∈ Kn, write ν(x) := (ν(x1), . . . , ν(xn)). Note that ν(xω) = 〈ν(x), ω〉 for ω ∈ Zn

and x ∈ (K×)n, where 〈 · , · 〉 denotes the standard inner product. Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a

half-open rational cone and let P1, . . . ,Pm ⊂ Rn
>0 be lattice polytopes. In this section,

we give an explicit convex-geometric formula (see Proposition 3.9) for the “zeta function”∫
{x∈Kn:ν(x)∈C0}

‖P1(x)‖s1 · · · ‖Pm(x)‖sm dµ(x), (3.1)

where s1, . . . , sm ∈ C with Re(sj) > 0. Zeta functions of this shape constitute the
building blocks of our explicit formulae for more complicated P-adic integrals in §4.
They also generalise Igusa-type zeta functions associated with monomial ideals previously
considered in the literature. Indeed, if C0 = Rn

>0, m = 1, and P1 = conv(α1, . . . , αr) for
α1, . . . , αr ∈ Nn

0 , then (3.1) coincides with the zeta function associated with the ideal,
I say, generated by Xα1 , . . . ,Xαr over o in the sense of [28]. In this special case, our
Proposition 3.9 is analogous to [28, Prop. 2.1], the main difference being that in [28], the
polytope P1 is replaced by the polyhedron conv

(
α ∈ Nn

0 : Xα ∈ I
)
⊂ Rn

>0; cf. §4.4.

3.1 Background on cones and their generating functions

We summarise some standard material; for details see e.g. [2, 3, 11,56].

Cones. By a cone in Rn, we mean a polyhedral cone, i.e. a finite intersection of
closed linear half-spaces in Rn. If such a collection of half-spaces can be chosen to
be defined over Q, then the cone is rational. Equivalently, cones in Rn are precisely
the sets of the form cone(P ) := {

∑
%∈P

λ(%)% : λ(%) ∈ R>0} for finite P ⊂ Rn. A cone
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C ⊂ Rn is rational if and only if C = cone(P ) for some finite P ⊂ Zn. The dual cone
P∗ := {ω ∈ Rn : 〈α, ω〉 > 0 for all α ∈ P} of a polytope P ⊂ Rn is a cone in our sense.
A cone C ⊂ Rn is pointed if it does not contain any non-trivial linear subspace of
Rn. The following notion appears less frequently in the literature. Thus, a (relatively)
half-open cone in Rn is a set of the form C \ (C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr), where C ⊂ Rn is a cone
and C1, . . . , Cr are faces of C. Equivalently, half-open cones are finite intersections of
closed linear half-spaces and open ones. We say that a half-open cone is rational if it is
either empty or if its closure is a rational cone. A relatively open cone is a non-empty
half-open cone which coincides with the relative interior of its closure within the ambient
Euclidean space.

Polytopes and fans. For a non-empty polytope P ⊂ Rn and ω ∈ Rn, let faceω(P)
denote the face of P where the function P → R, α 7→ 〈α, ω〉 attains its minimum;
we do not regard ∅ as a face of P. If Q ⊂ Rn is another non-empty polytope, then
faceω(P +Q) = faceω(P) + faceω(Q). The (inner, relatively open) normal cone of a
face τ ⊆ P is Nτ (P) = {ω ∈ Rn : faceω(P) = τ}. We have n = dim(τ) + dim(Nτ (P)). It
is well-known that Rn =

⋃
τ Nτ (P) is a partition of Rn into relatively open cones. The

set {Nτ (P) : τ is a face of P} constitutes a fan, called the (inner) normal fan of P.

Visibility. The following terminology is non-standard.

Definition 3.1. Let C0 ⊂ Rn be a half-open cone and let P ⊂ Rn be a non-empty
polytope. We say that a face τ ⊂ P is C0-visible if Nτ (P) ∩ C0 6= ∅.

Lemma 3.2. Let C ⊂ Rn be a full-dimensional cone and let P ⊂ Rn be a non-empty
polytope. Write int(C) for the interior of C and C∗ for the dual cone of C. Then the
int(C)-visible faces of P are precisely the non-empty compact faces of P + C∗.

Proof. For ω ∈ Rn, we have faceω(P + C∗) = faceω(P) + faceω(C∗) so faceω(P + C∗) is
non-empty and compact if and only if faceω(C∗) = {0}. By [11, Ex. 1.2.2(a)], the latter
condition is equivalent to ω ∈ int(C). �

Generating functions. Let λ1, . . . , λn be algebraically independent over Q and write
λ = (λ1, . . . , λn). Let Tn = Spec(Z[λ±1

1 , . . . , λ±1
n ]). Unless otherwise mentioned, by a

commutative ring or algebra, we always mean an associative, commutative, and unital
ring or algebra, respectively. Given a commutative ring R, we identify Tn(R) = (R×)n.

Definition 3.3. For a rational cone C ⊂ Rn, let

U(C) := {x ∈ Tn(C) : |xω| < 1 for 0 6= ω ∈ C ∩ Zn}.

Note that if C = cone(%1, . . . , %r) for 0 6= %i ∈ Zn, then each ω ∈ C ∩Zn is a Q>0-linear
combination of the %i whence U(C) = {x ∈ Tn(C) : |x%i | < 1 for i = 1, . . . , r} follows.
The next result is well-known.
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Theorem 3.4 (Cf. [3, Ch. 13]). Let C ⊂ Rn be a pointed rational cone and let C0 ⊂ C be
a half-open cone with C0 = C.

(i) U(C) is a non-empty open subset of Tn(C).

(ii)
∑

ω∈C0∩Zn x
ω converges absolutely and compactly on U(C).

(iii) There exists a unique |C0| ∈ Q(λ) with |C0|(x) =
∑

ω∈C0∩Zn x
ω for x ∈ U(C).

Using the inclusion-exclusion principle, Theorem 3.4 reduces to the case C0 = C, the
situation usually considered in the literature. Let Q[C ∩ Zn] denote the Q-subalgebra
of Q(λ) spanned (over Q) by the Laurent monomials λω for ω ∈ C ∩ Zn. Then, as
is well-known, |C|(λ) can be written as a finite sum of rational functions of the form
f(λ)/

∏d
j=1(1 − λαj ), where f(λ) ∈ Q[C ∩ Zn], d 6 dim(C), and 0 6= αj ∈ C ∩ Zn. For

the sake of completeness, we set |∅|(λ) = 0.

3.2 Monomial substitutions

Let A ∈ Mn×m(Z). We also let A denote the induced linear map Rn → Rm acting by
right-multiplication on row vectors. We further obtain an induced ring homomorphism
(−)A : Z[λ±1

1 , . . . , λ±1
n ] → Z[ξ±1

1 , . . . , ξ±1
m ] given by (λα)A = ξαA for α ∈ Zn and an

induced morphism A(−) : Tm → Tn characterised by f(Ay) = fA(y) for f ∈ Z[λ±1] and
y ∈ Tm(R), where R is a commutative ring. Thus, if A1, . . . , An denote the rows of A,
then Ay = (yA1 , . . . ,yAn) for y ∈ Tm(R).

Let C ⊂ Rn be a pointed rational cone and suppose that C ∩Ker(A) = {0}. The image
CA ⊂ Rm of C under A is then again a pointed rational cone. The map (−)A : Q[λ±1]→
Q[ξ±1] extends to a Q-algebra homomorphism (−)A : B → B′, where B is the Q-algebra
generated by Q[λ±1] and all (1−λω)−1 with 0 6= ω ∈ C∩Zn and B′ is generated by Q[ξ±1]
and all (1− ξωA)−1, again for 0 6= ω ∈ C ∩ Zn. In particular, |C|A = |C|(ξA1 , . . . , ξAn) is
a well-defined element of B′ ⊂ Q(ξ).

Lemma 3.5. Let C ⊂ Rn be a pointed rational cone and let C0 ⊂ C be a half-open
cone with C0 = C. Let A ∈ Mn×m(Z) with C ∩ Ker(A) = {0}. Then

∑
ω∈C0∩Zn y

ωA

converges absolutely and compactly on U(CA) (see Definition 3.3). The resulting function
U(CA)→ C is given by y 7→ |C0|A(y).

Proof. If C = cone(%1, . . . , %r) for 0 6= %i ∈ Zn, then CA = cone(%1A, . . . , %rA) and the
%iA are non-zero too. As yωA = (Ay)ω for y ∈ Tm(C) and ω ∈ Zn, we conclude that
A(−) : Tm(C)→ Tn(C) maps U(CA) to a subset of U(C). Now apply Theorem 3.4. �

3.3 Rational functions from cones and polytopes

Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a half-open rational cone with closure C = C0 and let P1, . . . ,Pm ⊂ Rn

>0

be non-empty lattice polytopes. Let ξ0, . . . , ξm be algebraically independent over Q.
We now construct a rational function ZC0,P1,...,Pm(ξ0, . . . , ξm), which, as we will see in
Proposition 3.9, essentially specialises to (3.1).
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For C0 = ∅, define ZC0,P1,...,Pm(ξ0, . . . , ξm) := 0. Henceforth, let C0 6= ∅. Define
P := P1 + · · · + Pm to be the Minkowski sum of P1, . . . ,Pm. It is well-known that
the normal fan of P is precisely the coarsest common refinement of the normal fans
of P1, . . . ,Pm (see [56, Prop. 7.12]). Specifically, each face τ of P admits a unique
decomposition τ = τ1 + · · ·+ τm for suitable faces τj ⊂ Pj (see e.g. [25, Prop. 2.1]) and

Nτ (P) = Nτ1(P1) ∩ · · · ∩Nτm(Pm). (3.2)

Write 1 = (1, . . . , 1). For a vertex v of τ , decomposed as v = v1 + · · ·+ vm for vertices
vj of τj , let A(v) = [1>,v>1 , . . . ,v

>
m] ∈ Mn×(m+1)(Z). If ω ∈ Nτ (P), then (3.2) shows

that ωA(v) = ωA(v′) for all vertices v,v′ ∈ τ ; by continuity, this identity extends to
the closure of Nτ (P). Recall the notation for monomial substitutions from §3.2. In view
of the remarks following Theorem 3.4, and since C0 ⊂ Rn

>0, we obtain a well-defined
rational function ZC0,P1,...,Pm

τ (ξ0, . . . , ξm) := |C0 ∩Nτ (P)|A(v)(ξ0, . . . , ξm) which does not
depend on the choice of a vertex v of τ .

Definition 3.6. ZC0,P1,...,Pm(ξ0, . . . , ξm) :=
∑

τ Z
C0,P1,...,Pm
τ (ξ0, . . . , ξm), the sum being

taken over the C0-visible faces τ of P (see Definition 3.1).

Remark 3.7. By construction, ZC0,P1,...,Pm(ξ0, . . . , ξm) can be written over a denomina-
tor of the form

∏r
i=1(1− ξai00 · · · ξaimm ) for aij ∈ N0 and ai0 > 0.

Proposition 3.8. Let

U = {z=(z0, . . . , zm) ∈ Cm+1 : 0 < |z0| < 1 and 0 < |z1|, . . . , |zm| 6 1}.

Then, for z ∈ U ,

ZC0,P1,...,Pm(z) =
∑

ω∈C0∩Zn
z
〈1,ω〉
0

m∏
j=1

z
min(〈α,ω〉:α∈Pj)
j , (3.3)

and the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely and compactly on U .

Proof. Fix a C0-visible face τ of P1 + · · ·+ Pm and a vertex v = v1 + · · ·+ vm of τ . Let
Cτ0 := C0 ∩ Nτ (P). Since Cτ0A(v) is contained in the cone, C′ say, spanned by the rows
of A(v), we have U(Cτ0A(v)) ⊃ U(C′) (see Definition 3.3). Moreover, U(C′) ⊃ U since
vj ∈ Rn

>0 for j = 1, . . . ,m. By Lemma 3.5, ZC0,P1,...,Pm
τ (z) =

∑
ω∈Cτ0∩Zn

z
〈1,ω〉
0

∏m
j=1 z

〈vj ,ω〉
j

for z ∈ U , the convergence being as stated. The claim follows since C0 =
⋃
τ Cτ0 (disjoint)

and 〈vj , ω〉 = min(〈α, ω〉 :α ∈ Pj) for ω ∈ Cτ0 . �

3.4 Computing P-adic integrals associated with cones and polytopes

Let K be a p-adic field with associated objects as in Notation 2.5.

Proposition 3.9. Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a half-open rational cone and let P1, . . . ,Pm ⊂ Rn

>0

be non-empty lattice polytopes. Let ZC0,P1,...,Pm(ξ0, . . . , ξm) be as in Definition 3.6. Then∫
{x∈Kn:ν(x)∈C0}

m∏
j=1

‖Pj(x)‖sjdµ(x) = (1− q−1)n · ZC0,P1,...,Pm(q−1, q−s1 , . . . , q−sm) (3.4)
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for s1, . . . , sm ∈ C with Re(sj) > 0.

Proof. For ω ∈ Zn, write Tn
ω(K) := {x ∈ Tn(K) : ν(x) = ω}. If x ∈ Tn

ω(K),

then ‖Pj(x)‖ = q−min
(
〈α,ω〉:α∈Pj

)
. Note that Fω : Tn(O)

≈−→ Tn
ω(K),u 7→ πωu :=

(πω1u1, . . . , π
ωnun) satisfies |det(F ′ω(u))| = q−〈1,ω〉 for all u ∈ Tn(O). Since µ(Tn(O)) =

(1− q−1)n, using the P-adic change of variables formula [29, Prop. 7.4.1], we obtain∫
{x∈Kn:ν(x)∈C0}

m∏
j=1

‖Pj(x)‖sj dµ(x) = (1− q−1)n
∑

ω∈C0∩Zn
q−〈1,ω〉−

∑m
j=1 sj min

(
〈α,ω〉:α∈Pj

)
whence the claim follows from Proposition 3.8. �

Remark 3.10. Note that Proposition 3.9 behaves well under base change. Namely,
replacing K by a finite extension K ′ ⊃ K simply amounts to replacing q by qf on the
right-hand side of (3.4), where f is the residue class degree of K ′/K.

4 Non-degeneracy I: computing P-adic integrals

In this section, we study a class of P-adic integrals which includes Igusa-type zeta
functions associated with polynomial mappings (see [51]) as well as the integrals in
Theorem 2.6. In Theorem 4.10, we give an explicit formula for the integrals considered
under suitable non-degeneracy assumptions. In addition to being applicable to the study
of zeta functions of groups, algebras, and modules, our findings generalise various existing
applications of non-degeneracy in the context of Igusa’s local zeta function.

4.1 Newton polytopes and initial forms

The following is mostly folklore. Let R be a commutative ring and let X = (X1, . . . , Xn)
be indeterminates over R. Let f =

∑
α∈Zn cαX

α ∈ R[X±1], where cα ∈ R, almost all
of which are zero. The support of f is supp(f) := {α ∈ Zn : cα 6= 0}. The Newton
polytope New(f) of f is the convex hull of supp(f) within Rn. If R is a domain, then
New(fg) = New(f) + New(g) for f, g ∈ R[X±1] (see [48, Lemma 2.2]). For ω ∈ Rn,
define the initial form inω(f) of f in the direction ω to be the sum of all those monomials
cαX

α (with α ∈ supp(f)) where 〈α, ω〉 attains its minimum. Let f 6= 0. We then have
faceω(New(f)) = New(inω(f)) for ω ∈ Rn [48, (2.5)]. The equivalence classes of ∼
defined on Rn via ω ∼ ω′ if and only if inω(f) = inω′(f) are precisely the normal cones
of the faces of New(f) as defined in §3.1.

Let Y be another variable over R. For ω ∈ Zn, we write Y ωX = (Y ω1X1, . . . , Y
ωnXn).

Let f ∈ R[X±1] be non-zero and let τ be a face of New(f). Write f =
∑

α∈Zn cαX
α as

above and let ω ∈ Nτ (New(f)) ∩ Zn. Choose a vertex Λ(τ) of τ . We may write

f(Y ωX) = Y 〈Λ(τ),ω〉 ·
(

inω(f) + Y ·
( ∑
α s.t. 〈α−Λ(τ),ω〉>0

Y 〈α−Λ(τ),ω〉−1cαX
α
))
.

Note that 〈Λ(τ), ω〉 is independent of the choice of Λ(τ).

Notation 4.1. fω(X, Y ) := Y −〈Λ(τ),ω〉 · f(Y ωX) ∈ R[X±1, Y ].
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4.2 Non-degeneracy

Let k be a field and let X1, . . . , Xn be algebraically independent over k. Write X =
(X1, . . . , Xn). Let f = (fi)i∈I be a finite family of non-zero elements of k[X±1] and let
C0 ⊂ Rn be a half-open rational cone. Let N := New

(∏
i∈I fi

)
=
∑

i∈I New(fi). For a
face τ ⊂ N , let Cτ0 := C0 ∩ Nτ (N ). By (3.2) and §4.1, we may unambiguously define
f τi := inω(fi) for i ∈ I and an arbitrary ω ∈ Nτ (N ). Let k̄ be an algebraic closure of k.

Definition 4.2.

(i) We say that f is non-degenerate relative to C0 if the following holds:

for all C0-visible faces τ ⊂ N and all J ⊂ I, if u ∈ Tn(k̄) satisfies f τj (u) = 0 for all

j ∈ J , then the Jacobian matrix
[
∂fτj (u)

∂Xi

]
i=1,...,n;j∈J

has rank #J .

(ii) We say that f is globally non-degenerate if it is non-degenerate relative to Rn.

Remark 4.3.

(i) Non-degeneracy of f relative to C0 is preserved under extension of k.

(ii) Let f ∈ k[X±1] and write f ′ =
(
∂f
∂X1

, . . . , ∂f
∂Xn

)
. Then (Xγf)′ ≡ Xγ · f ′ mod f

for γ ∈ Zn, the congruence being understood componentwise and within k[X±1].
In particular, whether f is non-degenerate relative to C0 or not is invariant under
rescaling of the elements of f by Laurent monomials.

(iii) Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. By the (weak) Nullstellensatz,
if f is non-degenerate relative to C0 over k, then, for almost all primes p of k,
the reduction of f modulo p (that is, the image of f under the natural map
op[X

±1]→ (o/p)[X±1]) is non-degenerate relative to C0 over o/p.

(iv) If all polynomials in f are homogeneous and (1, . . . , 1) is an interior point of C0

(which thus needs to be full-dimensional), then every face of N is C0-visible whence
f is non-degenerate relative to C0 if and only if it is globally non-degenerate.

Remark 4.4. For notational convenience, we also consider sets of polynomials instead
of families, in particular in Theorems 4.10 and 6.7. When we speak of non-degeneracy of
a finite set f ⊂ k[X±1] (with 0 6∈ f), we refer to properties of the family (f)f∈f .

Khovanskii [33, 34], Kushnirenko [37], Varchenko [49], and others investigated complex
varieties defined by suitably non-degenerate systems of polynomials (see e.g. Theorem 6.3).
We may rephrase Khovanskii’s notion of non-degeneracy [33, §2] as follows.

Definition 4.5. We say f = (fi)i∈I is ∩-non-degenerate if the following holds: for
every face τ ⊂ N and u ∈ Tn(k̄), if f τi (u) = 0 for all i ∈ I, then the Jacobian matrix[
∂fτj (u)

∂Xi

]
i=1,...,n;j∈I

has rank #I.

Hence, using the conventions from Remark 4.4, a finite set f ⊂ k[X±1] (with 0 6∈ f) is
globally non-degenerate in our sense if and only if each subset g ⊂ f is ∩-non-degenerate.
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4.3 Computing non-degenerate P-adic integrals

Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. As before, write X = (X1, . . . , Xn). Let
C0 ⊂ Rn

>0 be a half-open rational cone and let f0 ⊂ k[X±1] and f1, . . . ,fm ⊂ k[X] be
non-empty finite sets of non-zero (Laurent) polynomials.

Definition 4.6. For a p-adic field K ⊃ k with associated data as in Notation 2.5, let

ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) :=

∫
{x∈Tn(K):ν(x)∈C0,‖f0(x)‖61}

‖f1(x)‖s1 · · · ‖fm(x)‖sm dµ(x),

where s1, . . . , sm ∈ C with Re(sj) > 0.

In [20], integrals of the form (2.1) were studied within the framework of cone integrals
introduced there. As we will explain in Remark 4.12, ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) specialises to
the integral in (2.1). (More generally, every cone integral with monomial left-hand sides
of divisibility conditions arises as a specialisation of an integral ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm).)
Furthermore, taking C0 = Rn

>0,m = 1, and f0 = {1} in Definition 4.6, as µ(Kn\Tn(K)) =
0, we recover the Igusa-type integral

∫
On‖f1(x)‖s dµ(x) considered in [51].

Under the assumption that the set f := f0∪· · ·∪fm in Definition 4.6 is non-degenerate
relative to C0, in this subsection, we derive an explicit formula for ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm)
(see Theorem 4.10) which is valid for all p-adic fields K ⊃ k such that the associated
prime P ∩ o of k does not belong to some finite exceptional set (depending on f and C0).
Since we are willing to ignore finitely many primes of k, we may assume that f ⊂ o[X±1].

Remark 4.7. Although we will not need this in the sequel, we note that it is possible to
produce an “explicit formula” (in Denef’s sense [15, §3]) for ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) in terms
of a principalisation of ideals over k, cf. [1, Prop. 4.1] where a similar class of integrals is
studied using techniques going back to [51,53]. In practice, finding a principalisation of
ideals is closely related to finding an embedded resolution of singularities (see [54, Prop.
2.5.1]) and thus equally impractical, in general.

Remark 4.8. The role played by the ambient half-open cone C0 in Definition 4.6 might
seem artificial. Namely, if C0 is closed, then by suitably modifying f0, we may reduce
the computation of ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) to the case C0 = Rn

>0; the case of a general C0

then follows by the inclusion-exclusion principle. However, the more practically-minded
extensions in [44] of the techniques described in the present article rely on successive
refinements of the partition C0 =

⋃
τ Cτ0 used here and the author found these to be most

conveniently expressed in terms of partitions of C0 itself.

Setup: associated cones, polytopes, and sets. As in §4.2, let N := New(
∏
f) =∑

f∈f New(f) and f τ := inω(f) for f ∈ f , a C0-visible face τ ⊂ N , and an arbitrary
ω ∈ Cτ0 := C0 ∩Nτ (N ). Given τ , let τ =

∑
f∈f τ(f) be the decomposition of τ into faces

τ(f) ⊂ New(f). Given f and τ , we choose, once and for all, a vertex Λ(f, τ) of τ(f).

Definition 4.9. Let τ ⊂ N be a C0-visible face (see Definition 3.1) and let g ⊂ f .
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(i) For j = 0, . . . ,m, define a lattice polytope

Pτj (g) := conv
({(

Λ(g, τ), eg
)

: g ∈ fj ∩ g
}
∪
{(

Λ(f, τ), 0
)

: f ∈ fj \ g
})

within Rn × Rg, where (eg)g∈g is the standard basis of Rg = {(xg)g∈g : ∀g ∈
g : xg ∈ R} ≈ R|g|.

(ii) Define a half-open cone

Cτ0 (g) := (Cτ0 ×Rg
>0) ∩ Pτ0 (g)∗,

where Pτ0 (g)∗ denotes the dual cone of Pτ0 (g) as in §3.1.

(iii) For a prime p of k and a field extension k of o/p, let

V̄ τ
g (k) := {u ∈ Tn(k) : ∀f ∈ f : f τ (u) = 0 ⇐⇒ f ∈ g}.

Theorem 4.10. Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a

half-open rational cone and let f0 ⊂ o[X±1] and f1, . . . ,fm ⊂ o[X] = o[X1, . . . , Xn]
be non-empty finite sets with 0 6∈ f := f0 ∪ · · · ∪ fm. Define local zeta functions
ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) as in Definition 4.6. For a C0-visible face τ of N := New(

∏
f)

(see Definition 3.1 and §4.1) and a subset g ⊂ f , define a half-open cone Cτ0 (g), a
lattice polytope Pτj (g), and finite sets V̄ τ

g (k) as in Definition 4.9(i)–(iii). Finally, define
ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(ξ0, . . . , ξm) ∈ Q(ξ0, . . . , ξm) as in Definition 3.6.
Suppose that f is non-degenerate relative to C0 over k in the sense of Definition 4.2(i).

Then there exists a finite set S of primes of k such that the following holds: if K is a
non-Archimedean local field extending k such that the associated prime ideal P of its
valuation ring O satisfies P ∩ o 6∈ S, then, writing q = |O/P|, we have

ZC0,f0,...,fm
K (s1, . . . , sm) =

∑
g⊂f ,
τ⊂N

#V̄ τg (O/P) · (q − 1)|g|

qn
· ZC

τ
0 (g),P

τ
1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(q−1, q−s1 , . . . , q−sm)

for all s1, . . . , sm ∈ C with Re(sj) > 0 and τ ranging over the C0-visible faces of N .

Remark. Following [16], the established method of computingP-adic integrals associated
with non-degenerate polynomials in the literature (see §4.4) is to express them as countable
sums of integrals over copies of Tn(O), each of which can then computed using Hensel’s
lemma. Our proof of Theorem 4.10 proceeds along the same lines.

Proof of Theorem 4.10.

(i) Restrictions on the local field:

Choose γ ∈ Zn such that f̃ := Xγf belongs to o[X] for all f ∈ f . By Remark 4.3(ii),
f̃ :=

(
f̃ : f ∈ f

)
is non-degenerate relative to C0. According to Remark 4.3(iii),

for almost all primes p of k, non-degeneracy of f̃ relative to C0 is preserved under
reduction modulo p. We assume that P ∩ o is among these primes. Finally, we
assume that the non-zero coefficients of each f ∈ f are P-adic units.
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(ii) Breaking up the integral:

Write T (ū) for the fibre of ū ∈ Tn(O/P) under the natural map Tn(O) →
Tn(O/P). By decomposing Tn(K) into subsets Tn

ω(K) ≈ Tn(O) as in the proof of
Proposition 3.9 and by further decomposing Tn(O) =

⋃
ū∈Tn(O/P) T (ū), we obtain

ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) =
∑
τ

∑
g⊂f

∑
ū∈V̄ τg (O/P)

∑
ω∈Cτ0∩Zn

q−〈1,ω〉Iω(ū), (4.1)

where Iω(ū) :=
∫
{w∈T (ū):‖f0(πωw)‖61}

∏m
j=1‖fj(πωw)‖sj dµ(w).

(iii) Computing the pieces:

Write fω and f̃ω for fω(X, π) and f̃ω(X, π) (see Notation 4.1), respectively; note
that inω(f̃) = Xγ inω(f) and f̃ω = Xγfω. For ω ∈ Cτ0 ∩ Zn, u ∈ Tn(O), and
f ∈ f , we have f(πωu) = π〈Λ(f,τ),ω〉u−γ f̃ω(u) and f̃ω ≡ inω(f̃) mod P. Fix τ ⊂ N ,
ω ∈ Cτ0 ∩Zn, g ⊂ f , and ū ∈ V̄ τ

g (O/P). Let e = |g|, r = |f |, f = {f1, . . . , fr}, and
g = {f1, . . . , fe}. Let u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Tn(O) be an arbitrary lift of ū.

By non-degeneracy of f̃ over O/P, the Jacobian matrix of (f̃1,ω, . . . , f̃e,ω) at u has
rank e modulo P. In particular, e 6 n and after suitably renumbering variables,
we may thus assume that deth′(u) 6≡ 0 mod P, where h := (f̃1,ω, . . . , f̃e,ω, Xe+1 −
ue+1, . . . , Xn − un). Hensel’s lemma for polynomial mappings [7, Ch. III, §4.5,
Cor. 2] allows us to replace u1, . . . , ue by elements in the same residue classes
modulo P in such a way that h(u) = 0 holds. The P-adic inverse function theorem
[7, Ch. III, §4.5, Prop. 7] (applied to h(u + X)) then shows that h induces a
bianalytic and measure-preserving bijection from T (ū) = u + Pn onto Pn. For
y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Pn, v := h−1(y) − u ∈ Pn, and 1 6 i 6 r, we then have
|fi(πω(u+ v))| = |π〈Λ(fi,τ),ω〉f̃i,ω(u+ v)| with |f̃i,ω(u+ v)| = 1 for e + 1 6 i 6 r
and f̃i,ω(u+ v) = f̃i,ω(h−1(y)) = yi for 1 6 i 6 e. For 0 6 j 6 m, define εij = 1 if
fi ∈ fj and εij = 0 otherwise. We then have

‖fj(πω(u+ v))‖ =
∥∥∥ε1jπ

〈Λ(f1,τ),ω〉y1, . . . , εejπ
〈Λ(fe,τ),ω〉ye,

εe+1,jπ
〈Λ(fe+1,τ),ω〉, . . . , εrjπ

〈Λ(fr,τ),ω〉
∥∥∥ =: ajω(y1, . . . , ye).

Hence, a change of variables yields

Iω(ū) = µn−e(P
n−e) ·

∫
{y∈Pe:a0ω(y)61}

a1ω(y)s1 · · · amω(y)sm dµe(y)

=
(1− q−1)e

qn−e

∑
ψ∈Ne,

a0ω(πψ)61

q−〈1,ψ〉a1ω(πψ)s1 · · · amω(πψ)sm

=
(q − 1)e

qn

∑
ψ∈Ne,

εi0 ·(〈Λ(fi,τ),ω〉+ψi)>0 (16i6e),
εi0 ·〈Λ(fi,τ),ω〉>0 (e+16i6r)

q−〈1,ψ〉
m∏
j=1

q
−sj min

(
εij ·(〈Λ(fi,τ),ω〉+ψi) (16i6e),
εij ·〈Λ(fi,τ),ω〉 (e+16i6r)

)
,
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where we wrote µd for the normalised Haar measure on Od and πψ = (πψ1 , . . . , πψe).

Using Proposition 3.8, the claim now follows from (4.1). �

Example 4.11 (Igusa’s local zeta function). Let f ∈ k[X] be non-constant. Denef and
Hoornaert [16, §4] gave an explicit formula for the Igusa zeta function

∫
On |f(x)|s dµ(x)

(for k = Q, K = Qp) if (f) is non-degenerate relative to Rn
>0 in our terminology.

As we will explain in §4.4, Theorem 4.10 essentially generalises their result. In fact,
even in the very special case of a single polynomial, our method applies to a larger
class of polynomials. Namely, let f = fe11 · · · femm be the factorisation into powers of
distinct irreducibles and suppose that (f1, . . . , fm) is non-degenerate relative to Rn

>0.
By applying Theorem 4.10 with f0 = {1}, f1 = {f1}, . . . ,fm = {fm}, we may compute∫
On |f1(x)|s1 · · · |fm(x)|sm dµ(x) and hence

∫
On |f(x)|s dµ(x) via sj = ejs for j = 1, . . . ,m.

Non-degeneracy of (f) implies that of (f1, . . . , fm) but the converse is false.

Remark 4.12. There are various ways of interpreting the integral in Theorem 2.6
within the framework of Theorem 4.10. For instance, we can regard the integrand as a
specialisation of |x11|s1 · · · |xdd|sd . On the level of the rational functions in Theorem 4.10,
such specialisations amount to monomial substitutions as in §3.2. Specifically, let
γ and δ be independent variables over Q. Remark 3.7 shows that we may define
Z̃τg (γ, δ) := ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(γ, γ−1δ, . . . , γ−mδ) ∈ Q(γ, δ) for g ⊂ f and τ ⊂ N .
Hence, under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.10, for Re(s) > m, we have

ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s− 1, . . . , s−m) =
∑
g⊂f ,
τ⊂N

#V̄ τ
g (O/P) · (q − 1)|g|

qn
· Z̃τg (q−1, q−s).

The central feature of Theorem 4.10 is that it is entirely explicit. In contrast, the general
formulae for subalgebra zeta functions given in [20, 53] rely on the usually infeasible step
of constructing a resolution of singularities. As an illustration of the key ingredients of
Theorem 4.10 and as a demonstration of its practical value, in §7.1, we use it to compute
the known P-adic subalgebra zeta functions of sl2(Z) for P ∩ Z 6= 〈2〉.

4.4 Non-degeneracy and P-adic integration in the literature

Let k be a field with algebraic closure k̄. In applications to Igusa-type zeta functions (see
e.g. [16, 51]), non-degeneracy of a non-zero polynomial f ∈ k[X] is usually expressed not
in terms of the Newton polytope N := New(f) but in terms of the Newton polyhedron
P := N + Rn

>0. This approach is subsumed by ours as follows. The normal fan of P
is the least common refinement of the normal fan of N and the fan of faces of Rn

>0.
Hence, the partition Rn

>0 =
⋃
γ Nγ(P) into (relatively open) normal cones of non-empty

faces γ ⊂ P refines our partition Rn
>0 =

⋃
τ (Nτ (N ) ∩Rn

>0) indexed by Rn
>0-visible faces

τ ⊂ N . The number of faces of P will often greatly exceed that of N which leads to
considerable practical limitations of the former approach. We note that by Lemma 3.2,
the compact faces of P often considered in the literature coincide with the Rn

>0-visible
faces of N in our terminology. In this sense, in addition to being better suited for explicit
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computations, Theorem 4.10 provides a far-reaching generalisation of [6, Thm 4.3] (itself
a generalisation of [16, Thm 4.2]) on integrals

∫
Znp
|f(x)|s|g(x)|dµ(x); the assumptions

used in [6] are equivalent to (f, g) being non-degenerate relative to Rn
>0 in our sense.

Veys and Zúñiga-Galindo [51] used yet another notion of non-degeneracy for f =
(fi)i∈I to compute integrals

∫
On‖f(x)‖s dµ(x). Their notion is based on the polyhedron

conv
(⋃

i∈I New(fi)
)

+ Rn
>0. The aforementioned computational difficulties surrounding

unbounded polyhedra apply here too. More importantly, we found the non-degeneracy
assumption in [51, Def. 3.1] to be too restrictive for our intended applications to subalgebra
and submodule zeta functions. The Newton polytope N = New(

∏
i fi) central to our

approach previously featured in work of Zúñiga-Galindo [57]; it frequently appears in
applications of non-degeneracy to problems in Archimedean settings, see e.g. [43].

5 Topological zeta functions

The topological zeta function Zf,top(s) associated with a polynomial f ∈ k[X] over
a number field, say, is usually defined in terms of numerical data extracted from an
embedded resolution of singularities of Spec(k[X]/f) ⊂ Spec(k[X]). There are two
established ways, both of them due to Denef and Loeser, of proving independence of
the chosen resolution (for a third approach, see [41, §1.5]). In [17], Denef and Loeser
used `-adic interpolation techniques to express Zf,top(s) as a limit of Igusa zeta functions
associated with f , thus giving meaning to the limit “p→ 1” from the introduction. A
more geometric approach is given in [18], where the motivic zeta function associated with
f is introduced and shown to specialise to Zf,top(s).
In this section, based on ideas from [17], we give a self-contained introduction to

topological zeta functions using the original `-adic approach. We attach topological
zeta functions to systems of local zeta functions of a certain shape arising in P-adic
integration. Our approach therefore applies to a range of algebraic counting problems.
In particular, in §5.4, we give rigorous definitions of the topological subalgebra and
submodule zeta functions informally introduced in §1. The first of these zeta functions
was defined in [21, §8] (in greater generality and slightly differently, see Remark 5.18) as a
specialisation of a suitable motivic one. In contrast to the more recent theory of motivic
integration, P-adic integration is firmly established as a tool in asymptotic algebra. By
relying exclusively on P-adic methods, the machinery in this section can, for instance,
immediately be used to define topological representation zeta functions associated with
finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups via [53, Prop. 3.1].

5.1 Formal and `-adic binomial expansions

In this subsection, which formalises ideas used in [17, (2.4)], we explain how certain
rational functionsW (q, t) admit an algebraic “reduction modulo q−1” which corresponds
to taking an `-adic limit x→ 1 of W (x, x−s).

Let k be a field of characteristic zero and z be an indeterminate over k. Given a formal
power series f ∈ k[[z]] without constant term, it is well-known that formal powers defined
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using the binomial series (1 + f)a =
∑∞

d=0

(
a
d

)
fd with a ∈ k and

(
a
d

)
= a(a−1)···(a−d+1)

d!
satisfy (1 + f)a(1 + f)b = (1 + f)a+b for a, b ∈ k, see e.g. [26, §1.1.6]. Henceforth, let
q, t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sm be algebraically independent over Q. Let t = (t1, . . . , tm)
and s = (s1, . . . , sm). For a ∈ Q[s], write qa := (1 + (q − 1))a ∈ Q[s][[q − 1]], and let
q−s := (q−s1 , . . . , q−sm).

Lemma 5.1. The homomorphism f(q, t) 7→ f(q, q−s) embeds Q[q, t] into Q[s][[q − 1]].

Proof. Let 0 6= f(q, t) ∈ Q[q, t]. By induction, we find r ∈ Nm with f(q, qr1 , . . . , qrm) 6=
0. The binomial theorem shows that if we substitute sj ← −rj in the coefficients
of f(q, q−s) as a series in q − 1, we obtain the coefficients of f(q, qr1 , . . . , qrm) as a
polynomial in q − 1. As f(q, qr1 , . . . , qrm) 6= 0, we conclude that f(q, q−s) 6= 0. �

Hence, f(q, t) 7→ f(q, q−s) extends to an embedding of Q(q, t) into the field Q(s)((q−
1)) of formal Laurent series in q − 1 over Q(s). Consider the Q-subalgebra, A say, of
Q(q, t) generated by q±1, t±1

1 , . . . , t±1
m , and all (qatb − 1)−1 with (0, 0) 6= (a, b) ∈ Z1+m.

Definition 5.2. Let M be the Q-subalgebra of Q(q, t) consisting of those W (q, t) ∈ A
with W (q, q−s) ∈M] := Q(s)[[q − 1]].

We henceforth regard M as a subalgebra of M] via W (q, t) 7→W (q, q−s). For added
clarity, we sometimes write M(q; t1, . . . , tm) instead of M.

Notation 5.3. Let b−c: M] → Q(s) denote reduction modulo q − 1.

For W ] ∈M], we sometimes write bW ](s)c instead of bW ]c(s).

Example 5.4.

(i) q−1 =
∑∞

d=0(−1)d(q− 1)d and t−1
j =

∑∞
d=0

(sj
d

)
(q− 1)d so that bq±1c = bt±1

j c = 1.

(ii) q−1
qatb−1

∈M and
⌊

q−1
qatb−1

⌋
= 1

a−〈b,s〉 = 1
a−b1s1−···−bmsm for (0, 0) 6= (a, b) ∈ Z1+m.

Fix a rational prime `. For v > 1, let Uv = {x ∈ Z` : |x− 1|` 6 `−v}, a subgroup of Z×` .
It is well-known that each Uv admits a unique continuous Z`-module structure Uv×Z` →
Uv, (x, e) 7→ xe extending the canonical Z-action. The following is a multivariate version
of an argument from [17, (2.4)].

Proposition 5.5. Let W (q, t) ∈M. There exists a finite union H of affine hyperplanes
(defined over Z, independently of `) in Qm

` such that U2\{1} × Zm\H → Q`, (x, s) 7→
W (x, x−s1 , . . . , x−sm) extends to a continuous map F : U2 × Zm` \H → Q` with F (1, s) =
bW (s)c for s ∈ Zm` \H.

Note that Zm\H is dense in Zm` whence F is unique. Proposition 5.5 is a consequence
of the following more technical statement.

Lemma 5.6. Let W (q, t) ∈M and v > 1 with `v > 3. Suppose that∏
(a,b)∈Λ

(qatb − 1)e(a,b) ·W (q, t) ∈ Q[q±1, t±1],

where Λ = Z1+m \ {0} and e : Λ→ N0 has finite support.
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(i) Define H = {s ∈ Zm : a = 〈b, s〉 for some (a, b) ∈ Λ with e(a, b) > 0}. Then

G0 : Uv\{1}×Zm\H → Q`, (x, s) 7→
∏

(a,b)∈Λ

(a−〈b, s〉)e(a,b) ·W (x, x−s1 , . . . , x−sm)

extends to a continuous map G : Uv × Zm` → Q`.

(ii) g(s) :=
∏

(a,b)∈Λ(a−〈b, s〉)e(a,b)bW (s)c belongs to Q[s] and G(1, s)=g(s) for s∈Zm` .

Proof. First, there exists a continuous map h : Uv × Z` → `Z` such that (a) xe − 1 =
e(x− 1) · (1 + h(x, e)) for all x ∈ Uv and e ∈ Z` and (b) h(1,−) = 0. Indeed, for e 6= 0,
the `-adic binomial series [9, Cor. 4.2.18] yields

xe − 1 = e(x− 1) ·

(
1 +

∞∑
d=1

(
e− 1

d

)
· (x− 1)d

d+ 1

)

and for d > 1, we have

sup
x∈Uv ,e∈Z`

∣∣∣(e− 1

d

)
· (x− 1)d

d+ 1

∣∣∣
`
6 sup

x∈Uv

(
(d+ 1) · |x− 1|d`

)
6
d+ 1

3d
< 1.

Let f(q, t) =
∏

(a,b)∈Λ(qatb − 1)e(a,b) ·W (q, t), say f(q, t) =
∑

(a,b)∈Z1+m cabq
atb with

cab ∈ Q, almost all of which are 0. Let M =
∑

(a,b)∈Λ e(a, b). As an element of M], the
series W (q, q−s) has nonnegative (q − 1)-adic valuation. Hence, u] := f(q, t)(q − 1)−M

is contained in M] and thus in Q[s][[q − 1]] since f(q, q−s) ∈ Q[s][[q − 1]]. Note that

W (q, t) = u] ·
∏

(a,b)∈Λ

(
q−1
qatb−1

)e(a,b)
. Thus, g(s) in part (ii) of the lemma coincides with

bu]c ∈ Q[s]. The `-adic binomial series shows that the map

Uv\{1} × Zm → Q`, (x, s) 7→ f(x, x−s1 , . . . , x−sm)(x− 1)−M

admits the continuous extension

F : Uv × Zm` → Q`, (x, s) 7→
∞∑
d=0

 ∑
(a,b)∈Z1+m

cab

(
a− 〈b, s〉
d+M

) (x− 1)d

which satisfies F (1, s) =
∑

(a,b)∈Z1+m cab
(a−〈b,s〉

M

)
= bu](s)c for s ∈ Zm` . We thus obtain

an extension of G0 of the desired form, namely

(x, s) 7→ F (x, s) ·
∏

(a,b)∈Λ

(1 + h(x, a− 〈b, s〉))−e(a,b). �
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5.2 Local zeta functions of Denef type

Throughout this subsection, let k be a number field with ring of integers o.

Definition 5.7. By a system of local zeta functions (in m variables) over k, we
mean a family Z = (ZK) such that

(i) K ranges over all non-Archimedean local fields endowed with an embedding k ⊂ K,

(ii) each ZK is a meromorphic function of the form

ZK(s1, . . . , sm) = WK(q−s1K , . . . , q−smK )

for complex s1, . . . , sm and a rational function WK(t1, . . . , tm) ∈ Q(t1, . . . , tm),
where qK denotes the residue field size of K, and

(iii) ZK1 = ZK2 whenever non-Archimedean local fields K1,K2 ⊃ k are topologically
isomorphic over k.

The final condition is included to avoid set-theoretic difficulties.

Definition 5.8. Let Z and Z′ be systems of local zeta functions over k. We say that Z
and Z′ are equivalent if there exists a finite set S of primes of k such that ZK = Z′K
whenever PK ∩ o 6∈ S, where PK is the maximal ideal of the valuation ring of K.

We now consider systems of local zeta functions given (up to equivalence) by formulae
similar to those obtained by Denef for Igusa’s local zeta function [13, Thm 3.1]. Thus,
let I be a finite set and suppose that for each i ∈ I, we are given a variety Vi over k and
a rational function Wi(q, t1, . . . , tm) ∈M (see Definition 5.2). In the cases of interest
to us, each Vi will be quasi-projective, i.e. a locally closed (but not necessarily reduced)
subscheme of projective space over k. Given these data, we obtain an associated system
D = (DK) of local zeta functions as follows: for each prime p of k and non-Archimedean
local field K ⊃ k such that the maximal ideal PK of its valuation ring OK satisfies
PK ∩ o = p, we let

DK(s1, . . . , sm) :=
∑
i∈I

#V̄i(OK/PK) ·Wi(qK , q
−s1
K , . . . , q−smK ),

where qK is the residue field size of K and ·̄ denotes “reduction modulo p”. A rigorous
definition of “reduction modulo p” is a subtle matter, see [13, §2] for Denef’s definition.
For our purposes, the following naive approach will suffice. Namely, we choose, once and
for all, for each i ∈ I, a model Xi of Vi over o, i.e. a separated scheme Xi of finite type
over o with (Xi)k ≈k Vi. Given p, we then define V̄i := Xi ×Spec(o) Spec(o/p). While this
definition of V̄i is not intrinsic, for a fixed rational prime `, the following numbers do not
depend on our choice of Xi, provided we are willing to ignore finitely many p:

(N1) the number of rational points of V̄i over finite field extensions of o/p and
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(N2) the `-adic Euler characteristic χc((V̄i)o/p,Q`) with compact support of V̄i, taken

after base changing to an algebraic closure o/p of o/p—indeed, χc((V̄i)o/p,Q`) =

χc((Vi)k̄,Q`);

see e.g. [46, §4.8.2] and cf. [21, 7.6], [41, §1.3], [42, §5.3]. In particular, up to equivalence,
D only depends on the collection (Vi,Wi(q, t1, . . . , tm))i∈I .

Remark 5.9. By Artin’s comparison theorem and invariance of `-adic cohomology under
extensions of algebraically closed fields (see [32] for both), for almost all p, the Euler
characteristic in (N2) coincides with the topological Euler characteristic (with or without
compact support [36, A4, Prop.]) of the C-analytic space associated with Vi for any
embedding k ⊂ C.

Definition 5.10. We say that a system of local zeta functions over k is of Denef type
if it is equivalent to a system of the form D just constructed.

For the following examples of zeta functions, we do not distinguish between defining
integrals (or Dirichlet series) and associated meromorphic continuations. Moreover, as we
are only interested in systems of local zeta functions up to equivalence, the “explicit formu-
lae” cited below provide the rationality properties required by Definition 5.7(ii); we note
that, instead of proving rationality using model-theoretic techniques, the aforementioned
explicit formulae can be modified to cover exceptional primes, see [1, §4.3].

Example 5.11. As before, let k be a number field with ring of integers o. We follow
the conventions for local fields in Notation 2.5 with subscripts (−)K added for clarity.

(i) The prime example of a system of local zeta functions of Denef type, and the reason
for our choice of terminology, is given by Igusa’s local zeta function. Thus, for
f ∈ k[X], the family Zf = (Zf,K) given by Zf,K(s) :=

∫
OnK
|f(x)|sK dµK(x) is of

Denef type. For a proof, take Denef’s “explicit formula” [13, Thm 3.1] and apply
[13, Prop. 2.3, Thm 2.4] to pass from completions kp of k to finite extensions; see
also [14, Rem. 2.3 & §3].

(ii) More generally, for non-empty finite f ⊂ k[X], the family Zf with Zf ,K(s) :=∫
OnK
‖f(x)‖sK dµK(x) is of Denef type. Here, one takes the formula of Veys and

Zúñiga-Galindo [51, Thm 2.10] and uses stability under base change as in (i).

(iii) Let A be a not necessarily associative o-algebra which is free of finite rank d as an o-
module. Define a family ZA by ZA,K(s) := (1−q−1

K )dζAOK
(s) (see Definition 2.1(i)).

Similarly, for a free o-module M of rank d and a subalgebra E of Endo(M), define
ZEyM by ZEyM,K(s) := (1− q−1

K )dζEOKyMOK
(s) (see Definition 2.1(ii)). Then ZA

and ZEyM are both of Denef type, see Theorem 5.16.

(iv) Taking ZK(s1, . . . , sm) to be the integral in Proposition 3.9, we obtain a system (ZK)
of local zeta functions of Denef type. Indeed, the remarks following Theorem 3.4
show that (1− q−1)nZC0,P1,...,Pm(q−1, t1, . . . , tm) ∈M (see Definition 5.2).
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(v) Further examples of multivariate local zeta functions of Denef type are provided
by [53, Thm 2.1]. For the stability under base change, one again argues as in (i),
while the interpretation of rational functions as elements of M is similar to (iv).

(vi) Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a half-open rational cone and let f0 ⊂ o[X±1] and f1, . . . ,fm ⊂

o[X] = o[X1, . . . , Xn] be non-empty finite sets with 0 6∈ f := f0 ∪ · · · ∪ fm.
Disregarding finitely many primes PK ∩ o of k, if f := f0 ∪ · · · ∪ fm is non-
degenerate relative to C0 (see Definition 4.2(i)), then Theorem 4.10 shows that
ZC0,f0,...,fm :=

(
ZC0,f0,...,fmK

)
is a system of local zeta functions. While ZC0,f0,...,fm is

indeed of Denef type, Theorem 4.10 falls short of making this explicit because the
rational functions q−n(q−1)|g|ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(q−1, t1, . . . , tm) in Theorem 4.10
need not belong to M. This “flaw” is a minor one which we will fix in Lemma 6.9.

Although we will not use it in the following, we note that ZC0,f0,...,fm is a system of
local zeta functions of Denef type without any non-degeneracy assumptions on f ,
as can be shown using Remark 4.7 and arguments similar to (ii) and (iii).

5.3 Topological zeta functions as limits of local ones

Let Z be a system of local zeta functions in m variables over a number field k (see
Definition 5.7). Suppose that Z is of Denef type (see Definition 5.10). For a prime p of k
and f > 1, let k(f)

p denote the unramified extension of degree f of the completion kp of k
at p. Write Zp(f ; s1, . . . , sm) := Z

k
(f)
p

(s1, . . . , sm). Then, unless p belongs to some finite
exceptional set of primes of k, for any local field K ⊃ kp with residue class degree f over
kp, we have ZK(s1, . . . , sm) = Zp(f ; s1, . . . , sm).

Theorem 5.12 (Cf. [17, (2.4)]). Let Z be a system of local zeta functions in m variables
and of Denef type over a number field k. Then:

(i) There exists a finite union H of affine hyperplanes in AmZ such that for each rational
prime ` and almost all primes p of k (depending on ` and Z), there exists d > 1
such that

N× Zm\H(Z)→ Q, (f, s) 7→ Zp(df ; s)

extends to a continuous map Z` × Zm` \H(Z`)→ Q`.

(ii) Notation as in (i). There exists a rational function Ztop(s) ∈ Q(s1, . . . , sm) such
that for all ` and almost all primes p (depending on ` and Z), there exists d > 1
such that lim

f→0,
f∈N

Zp(df ; s) = Ztop(s) ∈ Q for all s ∈ Zm\H(Z), the limits being `-adic.

(iii) Let D be defined in terms of k-varieties Vi and Wi(q, t) ∈M as in Definition 5.10.
Then Dtop(s) =

∑
i∈I χ(Vi(C)) · bWi(s)c (see Notation 5.3).

Note that since Zm\H(Z) is Zariski-dense in Cm, the rational function Ztop(s) in (ii)
is uniquely determined (and independent of H). Furthermore, by construction, Ztop(s)
only depends on the equivalence class of Z in the sense of Definition 5.8.
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Definition 5.13. Let Z be a system of local zeta functions of Denef type over a number
field. The topological zeta function associated with Z is the rational function Ztop(s)
in Theorem 5.12(ii).

This definition generalises the case of Igusa’s local zeta function in [17]. Denef and
Loeser apparently chose the name owing to the appearance of the topological Euler
characteristics of the C-analytic spaces Vi(C) (defined with respect to an arbitrary
embedding k ⊂ C) in Theorem 5.12(iii).
The following result needed to derive Theorem 5.12 can be found in [17, (2.4)]; we

include a short group-theoretic proof.

Lemma 5.14. Let V be a separated scheme of finite type over Fq. Let ` be a rational
prime with ` - q. There exists d ∈ N such that N → N0, f 7→ #V (Fqdf ) extends to a
continuous map α : Z` → Z` which satisfies α(0) = χc(VF̄q ,Q`).

Proof. We use some basic properties of `-adic cohomology as e.g. explained in [32]. Let Γ
be the absolute Galois group of Fq and let σ ∈ Γ be the arithmetic Frobenius of Fq. It is
well-known [46, Thm 4.4] that the geometric Frobenius of V and σ−1 induce the same
automorphism, γi say, of Wi := Hi

c(VF̄q ,Q`) for every i > 0. Hence, by Grothendieck’s
trace formula, #V (Fqf ) =

∑
i(−1)i trace(γfi ) for all f > 1. Since the natural action

Γ→ Gi := GL(Wi) is continuous and Gi ≈ GLdim(Wi)(Q`) is `-adic analytic, there exists
d ∈ N such that each γdi is contained in a pro-` subgroup of Gi. It follows that each map
Z→ Gi, f 7→ γdfi admits a continuous extension Z` → Gi. �

Proof of Theorem 5.12. Let D be as in (iii) and suppose that Z is equivalent to D. Fix
an arbitrary `. We may choose a single H (independent of `) such that the conclusion of
Proposition 5.5 holds for all Wi(q, t) (with H(Z`) in place of H). Let p be a prime of k
and let q be the size of the residue field. Suppose that ` - q. There exists d > 1 such that
the conclusion of Lemma 5.14 holds for all V̄i and, additionally, |qd − 1| 6 `−2. Part (i)
follows. Next, limf→0 Dp(df ; s) =

∑
i∈I χc((V̄i)o/p,Q`) · bWi(s)c for s ∈ Zm\H(Z). As

χc((V̄i)o/p,Q`) = χ(Vi(C)) for almost all p (see Remark 5.9), parts (ii)–(iii) follow. �

Remark 5.15. As we will now explain, passing from local to topological zeta functions
is compatible with suitable affine specialisations. Thus, let D be a system of local zeta
functions of Denef type over a number field k, arising from varieties Vi and Wi(q, t) ∈
M(q; t1, . . . , tm) as in Definition 5.10. Let c ∈ Zm, A ∈ Mm×r(Z) with rows A1, . . . , Am,
and let t̃ := (t̃1, . . . , t̃r) and s̃ := (s̃1, . . . , s̃r). Suppose that∏

(a,b)∈Λ

(qatb − 1)e(a,b) ·Wi(q, t) ∈ Q[q±1, t±1]

for all i ∈ I, where Λ = Z1+m\{0} and e : Λ→ N0 has finite support. If qa+〈b,c〉t̃bA 6= 1
for e(a, b) > 0, we may define W ′i (q, t̃) := Wi(q, q

c1 t̃A1 , . . . , qcm t̃Am) and it is easily
verified that each W ′i (q, t̃) belongs to M(q; t̃). We thus obtain a system of local zeta
functions in r variables, D′ say, associated with the Vi and W ′i (q, t̃). We then have

D′top(s̃1, . . . , s̃r) = Dtop(〈A1, s̃〉 − c1, . . . , 〈Am, s̃〉 − cm).
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5.4 Topological subalgebra and submodule zeta functions

Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. Let A be a not necessarily associative
o-algebra which is free of finite rank d as an o-module. Let M be a free o-module of rank
d and let E be an associative subalgebra of Endo(M). In Example 5.11(iii), we defined
systems of local zeta functions ZA and ZEyM by rescaling the subalgebra and submodule
zeta functions associated with A and E acting on M , respectively.

Theorem 5.16 (Cf. [20, §§2–3]). ZA and ZEyM are both of Denef type.

Proof. We only consider ZA, the case of ZEyM being essentially identical. First, up to
a shift s 7→ s+ d, Theorem 2.6 expresses ZA,K in terms of the “cone integrals” studied
in [20]. In particular, [20, Thm 1.4] provides explicit formulae for ZA,K(s) in terms of
an embedded resolution of singularities over k. Strictly speaking, [20, Thm 1.4] only
covers the case k = Q,K = Qp but as [20, Thm 1.4] draws upon and generalises Denef’s
explicit formula [13, Thm 3.1] and its proof, the extension to an arbitrary number
field k is straightforward. Again, as in the context of Igusa’s local zeta function (see
Example 5.11(i) and cf. [1, §4.2]), one deduces the desired behaviour of [20, Thm 1.4]
under base change. Given the shape of their explicit formula, it only remains to show
that the rational functions occurring there give rise to elements of our ring M. This
follows since, using their notation, we have |Mk| = dim(Rk) 6 |Ik| for k = 0, . . . , w. �

We thus obtain associated topological zeta functions (see Definition 5.13). In the
univariate case, we do not distinguish between s and s1 in our notation.

Definition 5.17.

(i) The topological subalgebra zeta function of A is

ζA,top(s) := ZA,top(s).

(ii) The topological submodule zeta function of E acting on M is

ζEyM,top(s) := ZEyM,top(s).

We furthermore define the topological ideal zeta function ζ/A,top(s) of A in the
evident way using Remark 2.2(ii).

Remark 5.18. The topological subalgebra zeta function of A as defined by du Sautoy
and Loeser [21, §8] coincides with the function d! · ζA,top(s + d) in our notation. The
author feels that avoiding this transformation yields a more natural definition. We note
that the factor d! seems to have been omitted from the examples given in [21, §9].

Recall that we use subscripts to denote base change.

Proposition 5.19. Let k̄ be an algebraic closure of k. Let k′ ⊂ k̄ be another number
field and let o′ be its ring of integers. Let A′ be a not necessarily associative o′-algebra
which is free of finite rank as an o′-module.
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(i) If k = k′ and Ak ≈k A′k, then ZA and ZA′ are equivalent (see Definition 5.8).

(ii) If Ak̄ ≈k̄ A′k̄, then ζA,top(s) = ζA′,top(s).

Corresponding statements hold for ZEyM and ζEyM,top(s).

Proof.

(i) Every k-isomorphism Ak → A′k is defined over op for almost all primes p of k.

(ii) Every k̄-isomorphism Ak̄ → A′k̄ is defined over some common finite extension of k
and k′ and ZA,top(s) is easily seen to be invariant under finite extensions of k. �

Note that by the weak Nullstellensatz, we may replace k̄ by any algebraically closed
extension of k in Proposition 5.19(ii).

Remark 5.20. Suppose that there exists W (q, t) ∈ M such that ZA is equivalent to(
W (qK , q

−s
K )
)
K
. In view of [21, 7.11–7.15], it is presently unclear if the existence of such

a W (q, t) is equivalent to uniformity of the subalgebra zeta functions of A in the sense
of [24, §1.2.4] (for k = Q). Given the existence of W (q, t), the informal approach for
reading off ζA,top(s) from ζA⊗oop(s) given in the introduction is actually correct.

Nilpotent groups. Let G be a torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent group. Choose an
arbitrary full Lie lattice L inside L(G). By Theorem 2.4, it is sensible to define the topo-
logical subgroup zeta function of G as ζG,top(s) := ζL,top(s) and the topological
normal subgroup zeta function of G as ζ/G,top(s) := ζ/L,top(s). By Proposition 5.19,
these rational functions are actually invariants of the C-algebra L(G)⊗Q C.

6 Non-degeneracy II: computing topological zeta functions

As our second main result (Theorem 6.7), assuming that the set f of Laurent polynomials
in Theorem 4.10 is globally non-degenerate (see Definition 4.2(ii)), we give an explicit
convex-geometric formula for the topological zeta function associated with the P-adic
integral ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) in Definition 4.6.

6.1 Splitting off torus factors and explicit formulae for Euler characteristics

Let (fi)i∈I be a finite collection of non-zero Laurent polynomials from C[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

n ].
For J ⊂ I, let VJ = {u ∈ Tn(C) : ∀i ∈ I : fi(u) = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ J}. Such Boolean
combinations of subvarieties of complex tori areC-analogues of the V̄ τ

g in Definition 4.9(iii)
(for fixed τ). Write d = dim(New(

∏
i∈I fi)). Lemma 6.1(i) shows that there are f̃i ∈

C[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

d ] such that VJ ≈ ṼJ ×Tn−d(C) for all J ⊂ I, where ṼJ = {u ∈ Td(C) :

∀i ∈ I : f̃i(u) = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ J}. For globally non-degenerate (fi)i∈I , using the Bernstein-
Khovanskii-Kushnirenko Theorem (Theorem 6.3), in Proposition 6.5, we then derive
explicit formulae for the Euler characteristics χ(ṼJ) in terms of the Newton polytopes
(New(fi))i∈I . Part (i) of the following lemma is implicit in the proof of [43, Prop. 2.5]
while (ii) is similar to [43, Prop. 5.1].
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Lemma 6.1. Let k be any field and let f = (fi)i∈I be a finite family of non-zero elements
of k[X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
n ]. Let N = New

(∏
i∈I fi

)
and let C0 ⊂ Rn be a half-open rational cone.

Let GLn(Z) act on k[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

n ] via (f,A) 7→ fA as in §3.2 (with Xi = λi = ξi).

(i) Write d := dim(N ). For i ∈ I, choose αi ∈ supp(fi). Then there exists A ∈ GLn(Z)
such that (X−αifi)

A ∈ k[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

d ] for all i ∈ I.

(ii) Let A ∈ GLn(Z). Write fA := (fAi )i∈I . Then f is non-degenerate relative to C0 if
and only if fA is non-degenerate relative to C0(A−1)>.

(iii) Let τ ⊂ N be a C0-visible face (see Definition 3.1) and define f τi as in §4.2.

Then New(
∏
i∈I f

τ
i ) = τ . If f is non-degenerate relative to C0, then so is (f τi )i∈I .

Proof.

(i) Let f̂i = X−αifi. If (Pi)i∈I is a finite family of polytopes in Rn with 0 ∈
⋂
i∈I Pi,

then
⋃
i∈I Pi and

∑
i∈I Pi span the same subspace of Rn. Let Pi := New(f̂i) so

that
∑

i∈I Pi = New
(∏

i∈I f̂i
)
has dimension d. We conclude that the Z-submodule,

M say, of Zn generated by
⋃
i∈I supp(f̂i) has rank d. The claim follows since M is

contained in a direct summand of Zn of the same rank, namely 〈M〉Q ∩ Zn.

(ii) It suffices to prove one implication. Let h = (h1, . . . , hr) for h1, . . . , hr ∈ k[X±1] =
k[X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
n ]. Using §3.2 (and a base change to k), each A ∈ GLn(Z) induces a

k-automorphism A : Tn
k(B)→ Tn

k(B) for every commutative k-algebra B. Taking
B = k[X±1], a simple calculation reveals diag(AX) ·A · diag(X−1) to be the
Jacobian matrix of AX = (XA1 , . . . ,XAn), where A1, . . . , An denote the rows of A.
As hA = (hA1 , . . . , h

A
r ) = (h1(AX), . . . , hr(AX)), we see that the Jacobian matrix

of hA is given by

(hA)′ = h′(AX) diag(AX)Adiag(X−1)

whence (hA)′(u) and h′(Au) have the same rank for all u ∈ Tn(k̄), where k̄ is
an algebraic closure of k. Finally, inω(fA) = (inωA>(f))A for all ω ∈ Rn and
f ∈ k[X±1]. By applying what has been said about general h to the various
families (inωA>(fj))j∈J for ω ∈ C0(A−1)> and J ⊂ I, the “only if” part follows.

(iii) Let ω ∈ C0 ∩Nτ (N ) be arbitrary. The first part follows from

New
(∏
i∈I

f τi

)
= New

(∏
i∈I

inω(fi)
)

=
∑
i∈I

New(inω(fi)) =
∑
i∈I

faceω(New(fi)) =

= faceω

(∑
i∈I

New(fi)
)

= faceω(N ) = τ.

For the final statement, by combining [48, Eqns (2.3),(2.5)], for ω′ ∈ Rn, we obtain
inω′(f

τ
i ) = inω+εω′(fi) for sufficiently small ε > 0. Hence, given ω′ ∈ C0, there exists

ω′′ ∈ C0 with inω′(f
τ
i ) = inω′′(fi) = f τ

′
i for all i ∈ I, where τ ′ := faceω′′(N ). �
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Let Voln denote the Lebesgue measure on Rn. Recall that the mixed volume of a
collection (Q1, . . . ,Qn) of non-empty polytopes in Rn is given by

MVn(Q1, . . . ,Qn) =
(−1)n

n!

∑
∅6=I⊂{1,...,n}

(−1)|I| ·Voln

(∑
i∈I
Qi

)
;

see [10, Ch. 7, §4] for details but note that we use the normalised mixed volume which
satisfies MVn(Q, . . . ,Q) = Voln(Q) for every non-empty polytope Q ⊂ Rn. The function
MVn is symmetric and invariant under translation in each argument.

Definition 6.2. Given non-empty polytopes P1, . . . ,Pr ⊂ Rn, let

κn(P1, . . . ,Pr) := (−1)n+rn!
∑

c1+···+cr=n,
c1,...,cr∈N

MVn(P1, . . . ,P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1

, . . . ,Pr, . . . ,Pr︸ ︷︷ ︸
cr

).

Note that in the special case r = 0, we have κn() = 0 for n > 0 and κ0() = 1.

Theorem 6.3 ([34, §3, Thm 2]). Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ C[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

n ] be non-zero and
suppose that (f1, . . . , fr) is ∩-non-degenerate (see Definition 4.5). Define V = {u ∈
Tn(C) : f1(u) = · · · = fr(u) = 0}. Then the topological Euler characteristic of V is
given by χ(V ) = κn(New(f1), . . . ,New(fr)).

As MVn is symmetric, we can naturally extend the domain of κn to include arbitrary
(unordered) finite families of polytopes in Rn. If dim(P1 + · · ·+Pr) < n in Definition 6.2,
then we necessarily have κn(P1, . . . ,Pr) = 0. We now consider a relative version of κn

that allows us to extract useful information in such low-dimensional situations. Thus, for
a d-dimensional linear subspace U 6 Rn defined over Z, let VolU be the measure on U
obtained from Vold by identifying U and Rd via an arbitrary choice of a Z-isomorphism
U ∩ Zn ≈ Zd. For non-empty polytopes Q1, . . . ,Qd,P1, . . . ,Pr contained in U , define
MVU (Q1, . . . ,Qd) and κU (P1, . . . ,Pr) in the evident way. Let P = (Pi)i∈I be a finite
family of non-empty lattice polytopes in Rn. For each i ∈ I, choose an arbitrary point
xi ∈ Pi ∩ Zn. Define L(P) to be the linear subspace of Rn associated with the affine
hull of

∑
i∈I Pi within Rn. Hence, L(P) =

〈∑
i∈I(Pi − xi)

〉
R

=
〈⋃

i∈I(Pi − xi)
〉
R

and
dim

(
L(P)

)
= dim

(∑
i∈I Pi

)
.

Definition 6.4. Given a finite family P = (Pi)i∈I of non-empty lattice polytopes in Rn

and a subset J ⊂ I, let κrel
J (P) :=

∑
J⊂T⊂I

(−1)|T |+|J | ·κL(P)(Pt − xt)t∈T .
By translation invariance of mixed volumes, κrel

J (P) does not depend on our choices of
the xi. For a family f = (fi)i∈I of Laurent polynomials, write New(f) :=

(
New(fi)

)
i∈I .

Proposition 6.5. Let f = (fi)i∈I be a finite family of non-zero fi ∈ C[X±1
1 , . . . , X±1

n ].
Write N = New(

∏
i∈I fi) and d = dim(N ). Let αi ∈ supp(fi) and A ∈ GLn(Z) be as

in Lemma 6.1(i). Write f̃i := (X−αifi)
A ∈ C[X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
d ] for i ∈ I. For J ⊂ I,

let ṼJ = {u ∈ Td(C) : ∀i ∈ I : f̃i(u) = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ J}. Suppose that f is globally
non-degenerate in the sense of Definition 4.2(ii). Then χ(ṼJ) = κrel

J (New(f)).
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Proof. For T ⊂ I, let W̃T = {u ∈ Td(C) : ∀t ∈ T : f̃t(u) = 0}. The additivity of
topological Euler characteristics for (the associated analytic spaces of) C-varieties (via
χ( · ) = χc( · ); cf. Remark 5.9) and the inclusion-exclusion principle yield χ(ṼJ) =∑

J⊂T⊂I(−1)|T |+|J | ·χ(W̃T ). By Remark 4.3(ii) and Lemma 6.1(ii), (f̃i)i∈I is globally
non-degenerate. Theorem 6.3 therefore implies that χ(W̃T ) = κd(New(f̃t)t∈T ) for T ⊂ I.
Next, we have L(New(f)) ·A = Rd × {0}n−d ⊂ Rn and hence

κd(New(f̃t)t∈T ) = κL(New(f))(New(ft)− αt)t∈T

whence

χ(ṼJ) =
∑

J⊂T⊂I
(−1)|T |+|J | ·κL(New(f))(New(ft)− αt)t∈T = κrel

J (New(f)). �

6.2 Topological evaluation of non-degenerate P-adic integrals

Using §6.1, we now rewrite the formulae provided by Theorem 4.10 using the language of
systems of local zeta functions of Denef type developed in §5.2. As the main result of
this section, we then obtain Theorem 6.7, the topological counterpart of Theorem 4.10.

As in §4.3, let k be a number field with ring of integers o, let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a half-open

rational cone, and let f0 ⊂ o[X±1] and f1, . . . ,fm ⊂ o[X] = o[X1, . . . , Xn] be non-empty
finite sets with 0 6∈ f := f0 ∪ · · · ∪ fm.

Definition 6.6. For a C0-visible face τ of N := New(
∏
f) and a subset g ⊂ f , let

ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(ξ0, . . . , ξm) ∈ Q(ξ0, . . . , ξm) be as in Theorem 4.10 and define

W τ
g (q, t1, . . . , tm) := q−n(q − 1)n−dim(τ)+|g| · ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(q−1, t1, . . . , tm).

We will see in Lemma 6.9(i) that each W τ
g (q, t1, . . . , tm) belongs to the ring M from

Definition 5.2.

Theorem 6.7. Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. Let C0 ⊂ Rn
>0 be a

half-open rational cone and let f0 ⊂ o[X±1] and f1, . . . ,fm ⊂ o[X] = o[X1, . . . , Xn] be
non-empty finite sets with 0 6∈ f := f0 ∪ · · · ∪ fm. Define ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) as in
Definition 4.6. For a C0-visible face τ of N := New(

∏
f) (see Definition 3.1 and §4.1)

and a subset g ⊂ f , define a rational function W τ
g (q, t1, . . . , tm) as in Definition 6.6.

As in §5.1, let bW (s1, . . . , sm)c denote the formal reduction of W (q, t1, . . . , tm) modulo
q − 1 obtained by expanding W (q, q−s1 , . . . , q−sm) using the formal binomial series. For
f ∈ f and a C0-visible face τ ⊂ N , let f τ be as in §4.3. Define κrel as in Definition 6.4.
Suppose that f is globally non-degenerate in the sense of Definition 4.2(ii). Then the

system of local zeta functions ZC0,f0,...,fm :=
(
ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm)

)
is of Denef type

(see Definition 5.10 and Example 5.11(vi)) and the associated topological zeta function in
the sense of Definition 5.13 is given by

ZC0,f0,...,fmtop (s1, . . . , sm) =
∑
g⊂f ,
τ⊂N

κrel
g

(
New(f τ )

)
f∈f · bW

τ
g (s1, . . . , sm)c ∈ Q(s1, . . . , sm),

the sum being taken over all C0-visible faces τ of N .
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Remark 6.8. In the spirit of §4.4, we may regard Theorem 6.7 as a generalisation of
the combinatorial formula for the (global) topological zeta function of a globally non-
degenerate polynomial given by Denef and Loeser [17, Thm 5.3(i)]. In fact, by applying
the approach explained in the following to the explicit formula of Denef and Hoornaert
[16, Thm 4.2], we may recover the formula of Denef and Loeser verbatim.

We will now embark upon a proof of Theorem 6.7. First, define half-open cones Cτ0 (g)
and polytopes Pτj (g) as in Definition 4.9(i)–(ii). For a C0-visible face τ ⊂ N := New(

∏
f)

and a subset g ⊂ f , let

V τ
g := Spec

(
k[X±1]

〈gτ : g ∈ g〉

)
\ Spec

(
k[X±1]

〈
∏
f∈f\g f

τ 〉

)
⊂ Tn

k ;

note that V τ
g ≈k Spec

(
k[X±1

1 ,...,X±1
n ,Y ]

〈gτ :g∈g〉+〈1−Y
∏
f∈f\g f

τ 〉

)
is affine. We see that, denoting reduction

modulo p by ·̄ as in §5.2, for almost all primes p of k and all field extensions k ⊃ o/p, the
set V̄ τ

g (k) coincides with its namesake in Definition 4.9(iii).
For each C0-visible face τ ⊂ N , using Lemma 6.1(i),(iii), choose Aτ ∈ GLn(Z) and a

point ατ (f) ∈ supp(f τ ) for each f ∈ f such that (X−α
τ (f)f τ )A

τ ∈ k
[
X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
dim(τ)

]
for all f ∈ f . Having made these choices, for g ⊂ f , we define

Ṽ τ
g := Spec

(
k
[
X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
dim(τ)

]
〈
(X−ατ (g)gτ )Aτ : g ∈ g

〉) \ Spec

(
k
[
X±1

1 , . . . , X±1
dim(τ)

]
〈∏

f∈f\g(X
−ατ (f)f τ )Aτ

〉) ⊂ T
dim(τ)
k .

Lemma 6.9.

(i) W τ
g (q, t1, . . . , tm) ∈M for all C0-visible faces τ ⊂ N and subsets g ⊂ f .

(ii) Notation as in Theorem 4.10. Suppose that f is non-degenerate relative to C0. If
K ⊃ k is a non-Archimedean local field, then, unless P ∩ o belongs to some finite
exceptional set, we have

ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) =
∑
g⊂f ,
τ⊂N

# ¯̃V τ
g (O/P) ·W τ

g (q, q−s1 , . . . , q−sm)

for s1, . . . , sm ∈ C with Re(sj) > 0.

In particular, the system of local zeta functions ZC0,f0,...,fm consisting of the mero-
morphic continuations of the ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) is of Denef type and

ZC0,f0,...,fmtop (s1, . . . , sm) =
∑
g⊂f ,
τ⊂N

χ(Ṽ τ
g (C)) · bW τ

g (s1, . . . , sm)c.
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Proof.

(i) For a C0-visible face τ ⊂ N and g ⊂ f , we have Cτ0 (g) ⊂ Nτ (N ) × Rg
>0 and

hence dim(Cτ0 (g)) 6 n − dim(τ) + |g|. The claim follows from the definition
of ZCτ0 (g),Pτ1 (g),...,Pτm(g)(q−1, t1, . . . , tm) (see Definition 3.6), the remarks following
Theorem 3.4, and §3.2.

(ii) The first part follows from Theorem 4.10 and V τ
g ≈k Ṽ τ

g ×k T
n−dim(τ)
k . For the

remainder, we additionally invoke (i) and Theorem 5.12(iii). Strictly speaking,
Theorem 4.10 does not prove rationality of ZC0,f0,...,fmK (s1, . . . , sm) when P ∩ o is
an exceptional prime, but see the comments after Definition 5.10 and note that
exceptional primes are irrelevant for our purposes anyway. �

Proof of Theorem 6.7. Fix a C0-visible face τ ⊂ N and g ⊂ f . Let d = dim(τ). For
f ∈ f , write f̃ τ := (X−α

τ (f)f τ )A
τ . By Lemma 6.1(iii), (f τ )f∈f is globally non-degenerate.

Since Ṽ τ
g (C) = {u ∈ Td(C) : ∀f ∈ f : f̃ τ (u) = 0 ⇐⇒ f ∈ g}, Proposition 6.5 shows

that χ(Ṽ τ
g (C)) = κrel

g

(
New(f τ )

)
f∈f . The claim now follows from Lemma 6.9(ii). �

Remark 6.10. As far as explicit computations are concerned, evaluating the sum in
Theorem 6.7 is often considerably easier than P-adic computations using Theorem 4.10
for two reasons. First, in contrast to the determination of the numbers #V̄ τ

g (O/P)
(as K, hence O, varies) in Theorem 4.10, the computation of the Euler characteristics
κrel
g

(
New(f τ )

)
f∈f in Theorem 6.7 is a purely mechanical process that can be performed

by a computer. Second, while the rational functions occurring in Theorem 4.10 admit
concise descriptions in terms of convex-geometric objects, when written as quotients of
polynomials, they often become too unwieldy for further computations. Passing to the
“reductions modulo q − 1” of rational functions mitigates this to a large extent. It is an
interesting and natural computational problem for future research to extend the practical
scope of Theorem 4.10.

7 Applications

We now apply the techniques for computingP-adic integrals and topological zeta functions
developed in the present article to some specific examples. Our primary focus will be on
the case of topological subalgebra zeta functions. However, to illustrate Theorem 4.10,
we also work through a known P-adic example.

7.1 Example: sl2(Z) – revisited

Let gln(Z) be the Lie ring of all integral n × n matrices with the usual Lie bracket
[A,B] = AB − BA. Let sln(Z) be the Lie subring of gln(Z) consisting of traceless
matrices. We now illustrate the key ingredients of Theorem 4.10 in the context of the
well-studied example sl2(Z).
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History. The subalgebra zeta function of sl2(Zp) was first recorded (for odd p) by du
Sautoy [19] based, among other things, on elaborate computations carried out by Ilani [30].
For p 6= 2, we have

ζsl2(Zp) =
ζp(s)ζp(s− 1)ζp(2s− 2)ζp(2s− 1)

ζp(3s− 1)
, (7.1)

where ζp(s) = 1/(1− p−s). Later, du Sautoy and Taylor [23] confirmed (7.1) by different
means and also provided the missing case p = 2 (which differs from (7.1)). Their approach
proceeds by computing an associated p-adic integral (see Theorem 2.6) via a manual
resolution of singularities, obtained as a sequence of blow-ups with judiciously chosen
centres. This geometrically-minded computation was later reinterpreted in a motivic
setting by du Sautoy and Loeser, allowing them to deduce that

ζsl2(Z),top(s) =
3s− 1

2(2s− 1)(s− 1)2s
, (7.2)

see [21, §9.3] and note that we already corrected the shift present in [21], see Remark 5.18.
For yet another p-adic approach, Klopsch and Voll [35] gave an explicit formula for ζL(s),
where L is a Lie Zp-algebra which is free of rank 3 as a Zp-module, in terms of Igusa’s
local zeta function associated with a ternary quadratic form attached to L.

Setting up the integral. We now explain how the p-adic integral in [23] can, for odd
p, be computed using our method. Let K be a finite extension of Qp. As before, we
follow the conventions explained in Notation 2.5. First, by applying Theorem 2.6 and
Remark 2.7(ii) with respect to the Z-basis

([
0 0
1 0

]
,
[

0 1
0 0

]
,
[

1 0
0 −1

])
of sl2(Z), as stated in

[23, §2] (for K = Qp), we obtain

ζsl2(O)(s) = (1− q−1)−3

∫
V (O)

|x11|s−1|x22|s−2|x33|s−3 dµ(x), (7.3)

where

V (O) =
{
x =

[
x11 x12 x13

x22 x23
x33

]
∈ Tr3(O) ∩T6(K) : ‖4x12x

−1
22 x23, 4x12x

−1
22 x33, f(x)‖ 6 1

}
,

f(X) = X11X22X
−1
33 + 4X13X23X

−1
33 − 4X12X

−1
22 X

2
23X

−1
33 , and we identify Tr3(K) ≈ K6

via x 7→ (x11, x12, x13, x22, x23, x33). We henceforth assume that p 6= 2. Let

C0 =
{

(ω11, ω12, . . . , ω33) ∈ R6
>0 : ω12 − ω22 + ω23 > 0, ω12 − ω22 + ω33 > 0

}
so that V (O) = {x ∈ T6(K) : ν(x) ∈ C0, |f(x)| 6 1}. In order to keep technicalities
in our exposition at a minimum and in view of the comparatively simple shape of the
integral in (7.3), in the following, we will directly carry out the relevant steps from
the proof of Theorem 4.10. In particular, we apply the relevant specialisations from
Remark 4.12 right from the start and we also describe all rational functions in terms of
generating functions of half-open cones instead of invoking the language of §3.3.
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Breaking up the integral. The Newton polytope ∆ := New(f) ⊂ R6 is a triangle and
one checks that f is globally non-degenerate over Q. The same is true of the reduction of
f modulo every prime—note, however, that 2 is an exceptional prime for f in the sense
that the Newton polytope of the reduction of f modulo 2 differs from that of f .
As (1, . . . , 1) is an interior point of C0 and f is homogeneous, each of the 7 faces of ∆

is C0-visible by Remark 4.3(iv). Let us write a := X11X22X
−1
33 , b := 4X13X23X

−1
33 , and

c := −4X12X
−1
22 X

2
23X

−1
33 for the terms of f . We further use the same symbols to denote

the corresponding vertices of ∆ and let ab, ac, and bc denote the edges of ∆ suggested
by the notation. Note that in the present situation, each non-zero “sub-polynomial”
of f gives rise to a face of ∆. As in the proof of Proposition 3.8, for a face τ ⊂ ∆,
define Cτ0 := C0 ∩ Nτ (∆). Let V τ (O) := {x ∈ T6(K) : ν(x) ∈ Cτ0 , |f(x)| 6 1} and
Iτ (s) :=

∫
V τ (O)|x11|s−1|x22|s−2|x33|s−3 dµ(x) so that (1 − q−1)3ζsl2(O)(s) =

∑
τ I

τ (s).
Write α, β, γ ∈ Z6 for the exponent vectors of the monomials in a, b, and c, respectively.
We thus, for example, have Cab0 = {ω ∈ C0 : 〈α, ω〉 = 〈β, ω〉 < 〈γ, ω〉}.

Computing the pieces: vertices. We now describe the computation of Ia(s). The
other two vertices b and c of ∆ can be treated in the same way. Thus, if ω ∈ Ca0 ∩ Z6

and x ∈ T6(K) with ν(x) = ω, then ν(f(x)) = 〈α, ω〉 as inω(f) = a does not vanish
on T6(O/P). Letting ( · )∗ denote dual cones and writing | · | for generating functions of
half-open cones (see §3.1), as in the proof of Proposition 3.9, we find that

Ia(s) =

∫
{x∈T6(K):ν(x)∈Ca0∩{α}∗}

|x11|s−1|x22|s−2|x33|s−3 dµ(x)

= (1− q−1)6 |Ca0 ∩ {a}∗|
([

q−s q−1 q−1

q1−s q−1

q2−s

])
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Za(s)

, (7.4)

where the substitution is to be understood in the natural way—that is, within |Ca0 ∩
{a}∗|(ξ11, . . . , ξ33), replace ξij by the entry in position (i, j) of the matrix in (7.4).

Computing the pieces: edges. We now consider the computation of Iab(s), the cases
of the other two edges ac and bc of ∆ being essentially identical. Let ω ∈ Cab0 ∩ Z6

and u ∈ T6(O) be arbitrary; note that 〈α, ω〉 = 〈β, ω〉. Using §4.1, we see that
f(πωu) = π〈α,ω〉 ·

(
(a + b)(u) + O(π)

)
. Therefore, if (a + b)(u) 6≡ 0 mod P, then

ν(f(πωx)) = 〈α, ω〉 for all x ∈ u + P6. Suppose that (a + b)(u) ≡ 0 mod P. Then
non-degeneracy of f and Hensel’s lemma allow us to to replace u by a possibly different
element of u+ P6 in such a way that the congruence (a+ b)(u) ≡ 0 mod P becomes an
equality f(πωu) = 0. Next, after a suitable local change of coordinates, we may even
assume that f(πωx) = π〈α,ω〉(x1 − u1) for all x ∈ u+ P6, see the proof of Theorem 4.10
for details. The number of solutions of (a + b)(ū) ≡ 0 mod P for ū ∈ T6(O/P) is
(q − 1)5, as we can e.g. solve for ū11. We conclude that

Iab(s) =
(q − 1)6 − (q − 1)5

q6
· |Cab0 ∩ {a}∗| (. . . )︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Zab
off (s)

+
(q − 1)5+1

q6
· |(Cab0 ×R>0) ∩ {(α,1)}∗|(. . . )︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Zab
on (s)

,
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where the substitutions are as in the case of Ia(s) above, except that the additional
variable in the second summand is also replaced by q−1. The “on/off”-types of rational
functions, indicating the vanishing or non-vanishing of the initial form a + b of f ,
correspond to the two subsets g ⊂ {f} in Theorem 4.10, see below.

Computing the pieces: the triangle. The computation for the triangle τ = ∆ is very
similar to those for the edges. It is easy to see that the number of points ū ∈ T6(O/P)
with f(ū) ≡ 0 mod P is (q − 1)4(q − 2).

Summing up. In summary, we obtain rational functions Zτon/off(s) ∈ Q(q, q−s) with

(1− q−1)3ζsl2(O)(s) =(1− q−1)6 · (Za(s) + Zb(s) + Zc(s) + Zabon (s) + Zacon (s) + Zbcon(s))+

(1− q−1)5(1− 2q−1) · (Zaboff (s) + Zacoff(s) + Zbcoff(s))+

(1− q−1)5(1− 2q−1)Z∆
on(s) + (1− q−1)4(1− 3q−1 + 3q−2)Z∆

off(s).
(7.5)

All that remains to be done to finish our computation of ζsl2(O)(s) is to explicitly evaluate
the right-hand side of (7.5). In order to do that, we only need to compute generating
functions of certain half-open cones which can e.g. be determined using the computer
program LattE [40]. Carrying out this computation, after substantial cancellations, we
find that

ζsl2(O)(s) =
1− q1−3s

(1− q1−2s)(1− q2−2s)(1− q1−s)(1− q−s)
, (7.6)

which of course agrees with (7.1) for O = Zp; recall that we assumed that P ∩ Z 6= 〈2〉.

Remark 4.12 allows us to compare (7.5) and the formula in Theorem 4.10. Since
the integrand in (7.3) consists of monomials, the only subsets g ⊂ {f,X11, X22, X33}
that can possibly give rise to a non-zero number #V̄ τ

g (O/P) are precisely the subsets
of {f}—the “on/off-types” of rational functions correspond to those. Note that if τ is
a vertex, then the corresponding initial form of f does not vanish on the torus. This
explains the absence of an “on/off”-distinction for vertices.
Having carried out the above computation for arbitrary O with P ∩ Z 6= 〈2〉, it is a

straightforward matter to confirm the associated topological zeta function given in (7.2).
For larger examples, P-adic computations often become considerably more involved than
their topological counterparts (see Remark 6.10). From now on, we will focus exclusively
on the topological case.

7.2 Example: from the Heisenberg Lie ring to quadratic forms

Let k be a number field with ring of integers o. Let M be a free o-module of finite rank
endowed with a bilinear form β : M ×M → o. We assume that β is non-degenerate
over k. Define an o-algebra B(β) with underlying o-module M ⊕ o and multiplication
(x, a)(y, b) = (0, β(x,y)). Such algebras were considered in [22, §3.3] in the context of a
different type of zeta function.
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Example 7.1. If k = Q, M = Z2m and β is the standard symplectic form β(x,y) =
x ·
[

0m 1m
−1m 0m

]
·y>, then B(β) is a central product B(β) ≈ hg · · ·g h of m copies of the

Heisenberg Lie ring h =
[

0 Z Z
0 Z

0

]
6 gl3(Z).

Remark 7.2. Using the conventions in Notation 2.5, for a non-Archimedean local field
K ⊃ k, the subalgebra zeta function ζB(β)⊗oO(s) is closely related to arithmetic properties
of the bilinear forms induced by β on submodules of MO. Namely, for each O-submodule
Λ 6MO of finite index, define m(Λ) := min(ν(β(x,y)) : x,y ∈ Λ) <∞ and consider the
bivariate zeta function

Zβ(s1, s2) =
∑

Λ

|MO : Λ|−s1q−m(Λ)s2 .

Then it is easy to see that (qd−s − 1)ζB(β)⊗oO(s) = qd−sZβ(s, s− d)− ζ(Od,0)(s), where
(Od, 0) denotes Od endowed with the zero multiplication and d = rko(M).

Heisenberg Lie rings. Let K be a p-adic field with associated objects as in Notation 2.5.
The subalgebra zeta function of hO was among the very first examples computed, see
[27, Prop. 8.1]; their formula for O = Zp and its proof carry over to the present case.
The topological result, ζh,top(s) = 3

2(2s−3)(s−1)s , has been recorded in [21, §9.2] (up to
the shift explained in Remark 5.18). The subalgebra zeta function of hZp g hZp was first
computed by Woodward, see [55, p. 57] for the result.
We now sketch the computation of ζhgh,top(s) using our method. First, we choose a

Z-basis (e1, . . . , e5) of hg h which satisfies (a) [e1, e3] = [e2, e4] = e5 and (b) all other
commutators of basis elements not implied by anti-symmetry are zero. Next, Theorem 2.6
and Remark 2.7(ii) provide us with a description of ζhOghO(s) in terms of a P-adic
integral. As illustrated in the case of sl2(Z) in §7.1, by discarding finitely many primes,
we can always move monomial divisibility conditions from the domain of integration into
the ambient cone C0. Moreover, since the integrand in Theorem 2.6 is always comprised
of monomials, it is without relevance for questions of non-degeneracy. In the present
context, a simple computation reveals the essential ingredient of the P-adic integral in
Theorem 2.6 to be the condition

‖x1x10x
−1
15 + x2x11x

−1
15︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:f1(x)

, x4x6x
−1
15 − x1x7x

−1
15 − x2x8x

−1
15︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:f2(x)

‖ 6 1,

where x ∈ T15(K)∩O15 and we identified Tr5(K) ≈ K15. One can check that New(f1f2)
is a 3-dimensional polytope with 6 vertices and a total of 21 faces. Most importantly
(f1, f2) is globally non-degenerate. By following through our procedure (Theorem 6.7)
with the help of a computer, we find that

ζhgh,top(s) =
17s− 21

3(3s− 4)(3s− 7)(s− 3)(s− 2)(s− 1)s
,

which is exactly what one would expect given Woodward’s p-adic formula and the
“informal approach” from the introduction.
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While we shall not concern ourselves with it in any detail, the complexity of the
integral under consideration here is sufficiently low to allow for computer-assisted P-adic
computations. In order to adapt our computations for sl2(O) in §7.1 to the case of
hO g hO, one would replace the “on/off”-distinction used there by pairs (on/off, on/off)
indicating exactly which of the initial forms of f1 and f2 vanish at a given point of
T15(O/P). This suggests a total number of 4 · 21 cases but, as in §7.1, this number can
be reduced slightly because certain subvarieties of tori are a priori known to be empty.

Commutative variants of Heisenberg rings. Let chd be the Z-algebra B(βd), where βd
is the standard inner product (x,y) 7→

∑d
i=1 xiyi on Zd. In view of Example 7.1, we

regard the rings chd as (non-unital) commutative analogues of the central products of
Heisenberg Lie rings considered above. We will now describe how we computed

ζch2,top(s) =
3s− 2

4(s− 1)3s
,

ζch3,top(s) =
14

(5s− 6)(5s− 7)(s− 2)s
, and

ζch4,top(s) =
17s− 25

(3s− 4)(3s− 5)2(s− 3)(s− 2)s

using Theorem 6.7 and some elementary insight into the structure of chd. To the author’s
knowledge, these topological zeta functions have not been previously computed, nor are
their P-adic versions known.

Write chd = Ze1⊕· · ·⊕Zed⊕Zv, where e2
i = v and all other products of basis vectors

are trivial. We again follow the conventions in Notation 2.5. By using Theorem 2.6 and
Remark 2.7(ii) relative to the Z-basis (e1, e2,v) of ch2, we express ζch2(O)(s) in terms
of a P-adic integral. If we identify Tr3(K) ≈ K6 as above, the domain of integration
consists of those x ∈ O6 ∩T6(K) with ‖x2

1x
−1
6 + x2

2x
−1
6 , x2

4x
−1
6 , x2x4x

−1
6 ‖ 6 1. As before,

monomials do not affect questions of degeneracy. Moreover, binomials are always globally
non-degenerate so the computation of ζch2,top(s) becomes an essentially trivial matter. In
contrast, the Z-basis (e1, e2, e3,v) of ch3 gives rise to a degenerate system of polynomials.
In order to nonetheless be able to compute ζch3,top(s) and ζch4,top(s), we use some

elementary facts about quadratic forms to construct bilinear forms γd with ζchd,top(s) =
ζB(γd),top(s), where B(γd) is now amenable to our methods for d = 3 and d = 4. Thus,
write [a1, . . . , ar] for the form (x1, . . . , xr) 7→ a1x

2
1 + · · · + arx

2
r, where r > 0. Let

h(x1, x2) = x1x2 be the standard hyperbolic form and write h⊥a = h ⊥ · · · ⊥ h (a copies).
Define a quadratic form fd in d variables as follows: for d = 4a+ b with 0 6 b < 4, let
fd = h⊥2a ⊥ gb, where g0 = [ ], g1 = [1], g2 = [1, 1], and g3 = h ⊥ [−1].

Lemma. If p 6= 2, then (x1, . . . , xd) 7→ x2
1 + · · ·+ x2

d and fd are equivalent over Zp[
√

2].

Proof. Let ∼ signify equivalence over Zp[
√

2]. By Hensel’s lemma, there exist x, y ∈ Zp
with x2 + y2 = −1. Let A =

[
x −y
y x

]
and B = 1√

2

[−1 1
1 1

]
. Then AA> =

[−1 0
0 −1

]
and

B
[−1 0

0 1

]
B> = [ 0 1

1 0 ]. Hence, [1, 1, 1] ∼ [−1,−1, 1] ∼ g3 and [1, 1, 1, 1] ∼ h ⊥ h. �
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By quadratic reciprocity, if p 6= 2, then Zp contains
√

2 if and only if p ≡ ±1 mod 8.
Let γd be the symmetric bilinear form on Zd with γd(x,x) = fd(x) for x ∈ Zd.

Corollary. If p 6= 2, then chd ⊗ Zp[
√

2] ≈Zp[
√

2] B(γd)⊗ Zp[
√

2]. Hence, ζchd,top(s) =

ζB(γd),top(s). �

In contrast to ch3 and ch4, our methods do apply to B(γ3) and B(γ4). By choosing bases
similar to the cases of central products of Heisenberg Lie rings, disregarding monomials
as before, the computation of ζB(γ3),top(s) involves a non-degenerate pair of binomials,
while for ζB(γ4),top(s), we face a non-degenerate triple consisting of a trinomial and two
binomials. The situation for B(γ5) is more complicated and, in particular, degenerate.

7.3 Outlook: conquering degeneracy

The examples provided in §§7.1–7.2 show that the techniques developed in the present
article can be used to compute interesting examples of P-adic and topological subalgebra
(and, similarly, submodule) zeta functions. Unfortunately, for typical examples of algebras
and modules of interest, more often than not, our non-degeneracy assumptions tend to be
violated. In [44], we describe a refined form of the method developed here and we design
additional techniques to overcome certain forms of degeneracy. These improvements
and extensions considerably extend the scope of our method. To provide some further
motivation for the conjectures given in §8, we now provide some examples computed with
the help of [44].

Example: gl2(Z)

To the author’s knowledge, up until now, sl2(Z) remained the sole example of an insoluble
Lie ring whose topological or P-adic subalgebra zeta function has been computed. Using
[44], we can add the topological subalgebra zeta function of gl2(Z) to the list:

ζgl2(Z),top(s) =
27s− 14

6(6s− 7)(s− 1)3s
. (7.7)

Example: nilpotent groups of Hirsch length at most 5

Let Fil4 be the nilpotent Lie ring with Z-basis (e1, . . . , e5) such that [e1, e2] = e3,
[e1, e3] = e4, [e1, e4] = e5, and [e2, e3] = e5, where the remaining commutators [ei, ej ]
not implied by anti-commutativity are taken to be zero. The ideal zeta function of Fil4⊗Zp
was computed by Woodward [24, Thm 2.39]. “Despite repeated efforts” [24, p. 54] of his
to compute them, the local subalgebra zeta functions of Fil4 remain unknown. Using the
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methods from the present article and the techniques from [44], we find that

ζFil4,top(s) =
(
392031360s9 − 5741480808s8 + 37286908278s7−

140917681751s6 + 341501393670s5 − 550262853249s4+

589429290044s3 − 404678115300s2 + 161557332768s−

28569052512
)
/
(
3(15s− 26)(7s− 12)(7s− 13)(6s− 11)3

(5s− 8)(5s− 9)(4s− 7)2(3s− 4)(2s− 3)(s− 1)s
)
. (7.8)

Our conjectures in §8 suggest that the numbers in (7.8) are far from random.
As we will now explain, our computation of ζFil4,top(s) concludes the classification

of topological subgroup zeta functions (see the end of §5.4) of all finitely generated
torsion-free nilpotent groups G with h(G) 6 5, where h(G) denotes the Hirsch length of
G. Recall that the topological zeta function ζG,top(s) of such a group G only depends on
the C-isomorphism type of L(G)⊗Q C, where L(G) is the h(G)-dimensional Lie algebra
over Q associated with G under the Mal’cev correspondence. It is well-known that, up to
C-isomorphism, there are precisely 16 non-trivial nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension at
most 5 over C (see e.g. [12, §4]) and all these Lie algebras admit Z-forms. With the sole
exception of Fil4⊗C, each of these Lie algebras over C admits a Z-form whose p-adic
subalgebra zeta functions have been recorded in [24]. We can use the techniques from
[44] to compute the associated topological zeta functions of these Lie rings. As expected,
it turns out that in all cases, the results coincide with those obtained by naively applying
the non-rigorous “informal approach” from the introduction to the p-adic formulae in
[24]. In this sense, ζFil4,top(s) was indeed the only missing case which we now managed
to compute without resorting to a computation of the associated p-adic zeta functions.

Example: submodules for unipotent representations

The study of submodule zeta functions arising from orders in semisimple associative
Q-algebras was initiated by Solomon [47]. In particular, he gave explicit formulae, valid
for almost all primes, for the local factors in terms of the Wedderburn decomposition of
the associated Q-algebra. At the other end of the spectrum lie ideal zeta functions of
nilpotent Lie rings (cf. Remark 2.2(ii)), a great number of which have been recorded in
[24, Ch. 2]. We now consider topological zeta functions arising from the enumeration of
submodules of Zd under the action of the unipotent group

Ud(Z) =


1 Z · · · Z

0
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . . Z
0 · · · 0 1

 6 GLd(Z)

for d 6 5. That is, using the language of §2, we consider ζUd(Z)yZd,top(s), where Ud(Z) is
the associative Z-subalgebra of Md(Z) generated by Ud(Z). The author is not aware of
any previous computations of these zeta functions or their P-adic versions.
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It is a trivial matter to determine the first two examples

ζU2(Z)yZ2,top(s) =
1

(2s− 1)s
, ζU3(Z)yZ3,top(s) =

4s− 1

2(3s− 1)(2s− 1)2s
. (7.9)

For U4(Z), a computation similar to the case of ch2 in §7.2 shows that

ζU4(Z)yZ4,top(s) =
3360s5 − 5192s4 + 3139s3 − 930s2 + 136s− 8

8(7s− 3)(5s− 2)(4s− 1)(3s− 1)2(2s− 1)3s
. (7.10)

The computation for U5(Z) is noticeably more involved. Using [44], we obtain

ζU5(Z)yZ5,top(s) =
(
435891456000s14 − 1957609382400s13 + 4053337786080s12−

5128457632240s11 + 4429884320966s10 − 2763848527457s9+

1284781950540s8 − 452226036325s7 + 121188554644s6−

24624421916s5 + 3737984412s4 − 411498360s3 + 31087152s2−

1443744s+ 31104
)
/
(
36(13s− 6)(11s− 4)(10s− 3)(9s− 4)(8s− 3)

(7s− 2)(7s− 3)(5s− 1)(5s− 2)2(4s− 1)2(3s− 1)2(2s− 1)4s
)
.

(7.11)

8 Conjectures

Based on substantial experimental evidence gathered using the method described in
this article and its extension in [44], we now state and discuss a series of conjectures on
topological zeta functions of algebras and modules. We first explain our conjectures in
the context of subalgebra zeta functions.

8.1 General conjectures

Let A be a possibly non-associative o-algebra which is free of rank d as an o-module,
where o is the ring of integers in a number field k. Experimental evidence (for k = Q)
suggests that the following three conjectures hold without further assumptions on A.
Conjecture I. degs(ζA,top(s)) = −d.
This is in contrast to topological zeta functions of polynomials in the sense that for

f ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn], the degree of Zf,top(s) in s does not merely depend on n.
If true, Conjecture I has the following P-adic consequence which, to the author’s

knowledge, has not been recorded before. Suppose that there are numbers ai ∈ Z,
bi ∈ Z \ {0}, and εi = ±1 (i ∈ I, for finite I) with the following property:

(♣) For every p-adic field K ⊃ k with valuation ring O, unless p belongs to some finite
exceptional set, we have

ζAO
(s) =

∏
i∈I

(1− qai−bis)εi ,

where q is the residue field size of K.
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For instance, (7.6) shows that (♣) is satisfied for A = sl2(Z). Furthermore, various
examples of local ideal zeta functions of nilpotent Lie rings given in [24, Ch. 2] satisfy
the evident analogue of (♣) (at least when K = Qp, see §8.3 and cf. Remark 5.20).

Assuming that (♣) holds, one can deduce from Theorems 5.12 and 5.16 that
∑

i∈I εi >
−d. Conjecture I now predicts that, in fact, the equality

∑
i∈I εi = −d holds.

Conjecture II. ζA,top(s) has a pole at zero.

Again, topological zeta functions of polynomials behave more erratically as the simple
example of ZXe,top(s) = 1/(es + 1) shows. On the P-adic side, the meromorphic
continuations of local subalgebra zeta functions seem to have poles at zero but the author
is not aware of an explanation as to why this is so.

Conjecture III. If s ∈ C satisfies ζA,top(s) = 0, then 0 < Re(s) < d− 2.

The “0 < Re(s)” part of Conjecture III would imply that the numerator of ζA,top(s) ∈
Q(s) has alternating signs which is indeed the case for the examples given in §7. Regarding
the upper bound of d−2 in Conjecture III, examples (e.g. ch2 in §7.2) show that it cannot
be lowered to d− 3.

8.2 The nilpotent case: behaviour at zero

Let A be as in §8.1. In particular, let d denote the rank of A as an o-module. If A
is nilpotent, then experimental evidence suggests a considerably strengthened form of
Conjecture II to be true. We shall henceforth assume that A is either Lie or (non-unital)
associative so that there is no ambiguity as to what we mean by nilpotency of A.

Conjecture IV (topological form). If A is nilpotent, then ζA,top(s) has a simple pole
at zero with residue (−1)d−1/(d− 1)!.

For example, in the case of Fil4 from §7.3, we have

sζFil4,top(s)
∣∣
s=0

=
−28569052512

3(−26)(−12)(−13)(−11)3(−8)(−9)(−7)2(−4)(−3)(−1)
= 1/24.

Some assumption on A is certainly required in Conjecture IV. For example, while
ζgl2(Z),top(s) (see (7.7)) does have a simple pole at zero, the residue is −1/3 instead
of −1/6. Also, zero need not be a simple pole in general. For example, consider the
non-associative ring R = Ze1 ⊕Ze2 ⊕Ze3 with e2

1 = e2, e
2
2 = e3, e

2
3 = e1, and ei ej = 0

for i 6= j. Using the techniques from [44], we compute ζR,top(s) = (15s−7)(5s−1)
3(7s−3)(2s−1)2s2

. Such
examples can be found more easily for ideal zeta functions. For instance, if (Zd, · ) denotes
Zd endowed with component-wise multiplication, then ζ/

(Zd,·),top
(s) = s−d.

Conjecture IV might merely be the topological shadow of a P-adic conjecture which,
to the author’s knowledge, has not been previously noted:
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Conjecture IV (P-adic form). Suppose that A is nilpotent. Let K ⊃ k be a p-adic field
with valuation ring O. Then ζAO

(s) has a simple pole at zero and

ζAO
(s)

ζ(Od,0)(s)

∣∣∣∣∣
s=0

= 1.

Here, (Od, 0) denotes Od endowed with the zero multiplication—it is well-known that
ζ(Od,0)(s) =

∏d−1
i=0 (1−qi−s)−1, where q is the residue field size ofK. Also, we identified the

function ζAO
(s)

ζ
(Od,0)

(s) (which is defined for Re(s) > d, say) with its meromorphic continuation
to the complex plane.

8.3 On topological submodule zeta functions

Some care has to be taken to adapt Conjectures I–IV to the case of submodule zeta
functions, primarily because our definition of topological submodule zeta functions in
§5.4 allows them to vanish. For example, if K is any p-adic field with valuation ring
O and residue field size q, then ζMd(O)yOd(s) = 1/(1− q−ds), where Md(O) acts on Od

in the natural way; cf. [19, Prop. 4.1]. Hence, if d > 1, then ζMd(Z)yZd,top(s) = 0. We
predict that Conjectures I–IV also hold for submodule zeta functions whenever they are
non-zero. The nilpotency condition in Conjecture IV of course needs to be adapted: for
a free o-module M of finite rank, we only consider nilpotent (associative) subalgebras
E of Endo(M). We note that, although we do not have a proof of this, nilpotency of
E ⊂ Endo(M) seems to imply that ζEyM,top(s) 6= 0.

The submodule zeta functions arising from nilpotent subalgebras E ⊂Endo(M) include
those enumerating ideals in nilpotent Lie rings. Indeed, if L is a nilpotent Lie algebra
over o which is free of finite rank as an o-module, then, by the standard proof of Engel’s
theorem (see e.g. [31, Ch. II, §§2–3]), ad(L) generates a nilpotent associative subalgebra
E of Endo(L) and the (E+o1L)-submodules of L are precisely the ideals of L.
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